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£ioos@ samt of barley, caused by Pstllago imda (Jens*) Eostir.^  is 
on© of the important diseases of cultivated barley. Two other species 
of barley smut which also are of considerable importance are covered arait, 
caused by Ustilae;o tordei (^ fers.) Lagerh., and black ssaailoose mu%, 
caused by Pstila^  nigra Taito# Th® latter often is called the shalloM-
born© loose simt whsiwas jg# niida ia refearred to as the tnM or deep-
borne loose asmt of barley. 
Both covered ®ftut and black s^ iloos© saut of barley can be con-
•farolled by seed treatment with organic mercury dtists and foraaldehyie 
dusts and solutions. Control of loose smut {2« nMa). immmr, requires 
hot water treatsaent of the seed which is aauch aor© laboriow and jainstak*^  
ing. Also, i^ rmination of treated seed is impaired. For these reasons, 
control of loos© smut % the use of resistant mrieties appears to be the 
aost practicable aetiiod. Varieties have been found idilch possess high 
resistance to this disease. Knowledge of the mode of inheritance of IMs 
resistance would aid the plant breeder in th© development of iiaproi?Bd 
TOrieties resistant to loose smut. 
Relatively littl® information was available on the reaction of winter 
barley varieties to specific collections or pi^ siologic races^  of loose 
I^h the reminder of this paper tiiis organisa will be referred to 
the abbreviated form JJ. nuda. 
I^s suggested by Gltristensen and Hodenhiser (3) and by Dickson (6) 
the term "physiologic race", as used in reference to the smt fungi, de­
notes collections of clilajsydospores having the sasse n^eral virulence on 
certain differential varieties. 
smut prior to the initiation of this study, k major portion of th© investi­
gations reported herein ws condiicted as a part of the barley breeding 
program of the Itepartinent of JtgronoEsgr, Oklahoma 4griciilttaral Experiraent 
Station, Stillwater, Okiaiioaa# Objectives of this phase of th© Iroeding 
program irorei (a) to defentdne the mode of inheritance of resistance to 
specific races of 2* ntMa in certain winter barley crosses, (b) to deter­
mine th© association or lack of association between resistance and jaor:^ -
logisal characters, and (c) to obtain segregates of value for conaaereial 
production and/or breeding stocks. 
miim OF LITEMIURB 
Loose ami (£• causes an estiiaated redtactioa of on® Bdllion 
biish®ls in tte arnitial barley crop in tl:® United States (43)* According 
to Meltdisrs (13) the barley smuts ar© always present in Kansas and are 
difficult to distinguish# Ifeny fields have from 1 to 4 per of the 
various ®mts, and infections have ran^ d up to 50 per cent. In 1936 heavy 
loss@0 were' caused the Muts in Kansas, especially in winter barley# 
Schafer and Hanging (31) reported that during the six years previous to 
19*50 average losses irom loose mut of barley in Kansas ymre over 5 per 
cent and that fields with losses of 10 to 30 i^ r cent were coiaaon# 
Gloniagsr (4) stated that loos® isaut is one of the major diseases of 
barley in Missowi. l^ |)©riJaents by Seaeniuk and Ross (33) showed that for 
each per cent increase in Idose «ut th® yield of barley grain ws reduced 
l^ y approadraately 1 per cent. Siatilar results were obtained ty Compton 
and Caldwell (5) ia tests conducted with loose smut of wheat# in iiKiireet 
loss also .say result from l^ e aauts in winl^ r barley- Poehlaan (22) 
observed tlmt iramt-infeeted plants were winterkilled more readily than 
non-infected planta# 
Bath covered amut and black s^ iloose smut of barley can be con*^  
trolled ^  -ttie use of org^ is aeroury dusts and foisaldehyde dusts and 
solutions* this-is possible because the 0hlainydo@ix)res of 1» hordei are 
seedboM® and those of |f« nigra are carried on tto flower bracts or en­
closed within the leiama and palea. infection bo-yi organisms ta&es 
place shortly after the barley seed ^ nninates (6)» 
la contrast, infection by £• nxMa. takes place at blooming tlM after 
the vind or air-bome ehlaa^ ospores lodge in the barley flowers and 
gerfflinat©» The 2« n\ada ^ yoelixm penetrates th© stigjaa or yomg omry wall* 
becomes established in tl® developing Icemel aad then r<^ ains dormant 
lafatil the Infected kernel germinates* Th© Ji^ eelim then de-9®lops witdi th© 
tissues and chlaaydospores are forssd prior to the ©aergenc© of the terley 
spike# As th© sporea mgitiir® the thin membrane co-roring them ruptwea and 
spores are blown about to oatis® further floral infection (6)* Looa© smut 
of barley has been described in detail Selleroan and Swingle (9) and 
Fmmmn and Johnson (7) as well as by nuaeroiwt other worters. 
Mckson (6) stated •Uiat the hot-^ Mater seed treatment is ttie only 
satisfactoiy aethod for controlling loose smut (£• nxda). fhis method 
was first used and described by Jensen (8). the hot-water treatment has 
been modified ntajerous workers in an effort to reduce seed injijry* 
Recently, modifieations of this treatment have been suggested by Bussell 
(28)• fyner (47) tested 16 chemicals and tried supersonic treataents as 
possible aethods for controlling loose aaut* A recoiBieaded control sug-
gested by l^ er and Russell (43) incltades a six to ten hour presoak in 
water and a 4S hour soak in a Spergon suspension. This method a-roids 
th® high temperatures necessary with the hot-water method# Ctermination of 
treated seed was iropaired, howe^ e^r, and the resulting swollen and sprouted 
seed likely was diffictilt to plant# 
Tapk© (40) reported in 1932 that the so-called loose smut of barley 
could be caused by either 2* n^ da or a darfeer-spored species for which he 
proposed th© nam® Ilstilaao nigra n. sp. He foucd that Geresan dust or 
liquid fori3a.ldeb;yde treatsaent gave complete control of U» nigra but ga.m 
no control of U. ntada* Seedling infection was caused tjgr inoctilating mature 
seed vjith chlaisgrdoapores of niara but no seedling infection occurred 
when seed was inoculated with 2« nuda* After further ex|)ertiaentation, 
Tapte (41) concluded that these findings eaqilained the di-^ rgent results 
obtained various workers in the production of •'loose smut* by dusting 
seed with spores and in the control tlirough seed treatment with surface 
disinfectants. He also fouad that g. nuda and |J» aigr^  differed somewhat 
in spore color but were siBdlar in appearance of smutted heads and other 
characteristics• A teehniqti® for identifying the two smute was worked 
out 1:^  Taplse (42)* Under sj^ eified conditions IJ* nuda apores prodt^ e 
only branched mycelial ttsreads whereas IJ. nisra spores produce a short 
proj^ celiuat from which foiir lateral sporidia normally de-velop* 
The aboire Mthod was used 1:!2r Taploe (4-3) to study 500 specimens of 
"loose sraut» from 33 states* He found that all but six had a loos© type 
of OTutted head and echinulate apores (g. hordei has siaooth spores), fhe 
E* type geradnation was obtained with 192 of the samples and 209 
showed the sporidial germination of £. niara. It waa found that 93 of th® 
collections contained a mixture of the two types and otterwise conforaed 
to tlis description of g. aediana Bledenkopf. Further tests showd that 
these were laixtures of Hilda and £• niera and Taptee conclijied that £. 
d^ians. apparently, was erroneously based on a aixture of two different 
saut fungi and that the binomial, therefore, must be rejected. 
Rodenhiser (25) stated that the or^ isas causing loose saut in barley 
and wheat are pi^ siologic forms and not good morphologic species, altkra^  
it may be convBwd.en% to consider tliea as smhm He pointed out tiiat the 
principal difference is timt g. atada infects ^ rley aM g,# tritioi infects 
wheat# Continuing his inTOStigations Hodenhiser (26) distin^ iished twelw 
distinct forms of |J. am3fi and fouarteen of tritioi by their growth on 
cultiire ®edia« 
Tto literature on pl^ siologic specialization and ^ netics of the smut 
fungi has been comprehensively revicwd ty Ghristensaa and Rodenhiaer (3)« 
They state that Iniep recognizcd physiologic specisliaation in ths aaut 
fungi in 1919• fh© tcra •'physiologic race" has teen defined hy Ghristens^ a 
aM Rodenhiser (3, p. 390) as follows t »For mtililarian ptarposes it has 
seesad desiraMa to retain the use of th© term pl^ siologic rac® in the smit 
ftogi for collections of chlaJi^ ospores having the seme relatiw •virulence 
on certain differential varieties." Thay report tteit both Holton and 
Churchwrd haw indicated this iis® of ths term is not strictly correct be-
caua® the chlas^ ospores represent the diploid phase -wMch can not be 
propft^ ted independently. When the chlas^ oaporea germinate, reduction 
division takes place and before Infection of the host plant can occur and 
more chlaaydospores fora there mm% be a ftision of two haploid lines of 
opposite sex. For this reason each new generation of chlasQTdospores 
conisist of a new ^ oup of related bio types. 
As indicated in a later portion of tMs paper, Tapfee^ had tentatively 
identified eight different physiologic races of ||» mda. fhese mm th® 
races used by Kbnzak (10) and in the studies reported herein. Cloainger 
(4) wrlced with a large number of collections of g. nud<^  from various 
Unpublished data reiwi'sed through correspondence with f . F. Tafto. 
parts of Missoxiri and from several otlxer states. Of 30 collections studied, 
23 wre separated iato 9 piaysiologie "garoups* of possible physiologle 
rao€ss according to their reaction on ei^ t winter barley varieties. Popp 
(23) m&l races 4, B, and 0 of 2* in his stwiies. fwo rae®s of 
ntid&« tentatively designated as Tr and fa were lused l^ y Storojad and 
Jolmson (37) • 
Freeman and Johnaon (7) pointed out that Maddox, in 1895 and 1S96, 
prodiiced tte first evidence of floral infection in th@ loose smut® of wheat 
and barley# , Artificial inoenlation ms made by applying smut spores to 
th@ owries of wheat dxsring the flowering stag©. SiJice tlmt tiae nuaerous 
worfers (2, 17| 19t 27, 33, 34) haw repoarted various methods for arti­
ficially inoculating barley and wheat flot^ ri with the organisms causing 
loos® smut. Shands and Sehaller (34) eoap&i^ d the following saathods of 
inoculating barley with spores of nud&i (a) msdified partial vacuum 
method, (b) \ise of forceps carrying smut spores on finely ground points to 
plerc® th© leima and gently towh the stigpa, (c) clipping of upper part 
of leaiaa and palea and dustijaig aaut sporea inside th© flower with a caMl-
hair brush, and (d) injection of dry spores into a flowr with a i^ podenaic 
ne@dl® attached to a rubber bulb containing the inoculum, fhey report 
aethoda (a) and (d) were more effective than the otter two but th® vacuum 
sethod produced lower smut percentage and was more difficult to use than 
the needle aethod. fhese worters caution that the inoeulm should be 
finely sie-^ d and kept dry to prevent clogging of the needle. A 20 
needle was found to be most satisfactory. 
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4 aasa inooulatlon asethod used 1:^ 7 Sesienixik aM Ross (33) consisted 
of drying large ntmtera of siautted toada overnight at room temperatiir© aad 
than grinding them v?ith & asat chopper and sifting th© material with a 144 
K©3h fly screen* fh© sifted inoctiltjm ym plaesd In a cheesecloth bag aM 
dusted 1::^  hand oi?er th© dewloping barley heads ©ach evening for several 
days. Only moderate infection ms obtained ty "Wiis method# Poehlaan (19) 
used a, 1 inch, 25 ©sug®# Iroodemic needle siailar to the one deseril»d 
hy Shands and Sohaller but filled the rubber bulb with a fi-eaMy pi*epared 
suspension of s-poresm A few drops of the suspension was injected into 
each floret* Eoss ©t al* (27) tried & nuaber of methods but found th® 
hypodersde suapensioa isethod to be most satisfactory. 
GtoreidLck and Popp (2) modified Moore *s partial vaeum method so 
that five to ten heads of barley or tea to fifteen teads of wheat cotild 
be inoculated at one tia®# They estimted that two persons working with 
this apparatus could lnooul.ate from 400 to 600 heads per hour* 
Th® iatportance of tiseliness of inoculation in relation to maturity 
of th® barley flowrs has been reported bT several investigators (7, 19» 
30,' 33> 34)* Probably the most extensive studies in this regard i<i8r® 
those of Shands and Sdusller (34) • R^ y fouM that Imrley flowers were 
most sus«»ptibl® to loos® aaut infection during and shortly after polli­
nation. Inoculations aade later than Idiree days after pollination re­
sulted in reduced infection. It was iapE-actical to inoculate spites be­
fore pollination because heads had to be removed frcM the boot* iiast 
worJcer® have rmoved florets at the terminal and basal joints of the 
rachis befoi^  making inocxilations. For awned varieties, the awns soiaetiass 
have been clipped to facilitate inoculation. 
Da BTOst studies in wliicii artificial Inoculations hau® been made, 
fresli inoculum has been used. Sewral experiments (16, 19# 33, 34) 
have been conducted using a composite of fresh siautted heads oolleoted 
from susceptible varieties while in other expertoents (12, 32) a supply 
of inoculum has been built up from a single mutted head. As indicated 
previously, Popp (23), Skoropad and Johnson (37), and Konzak (10) m©d 
freah inocolua of physiologic races in their investigations. 
Tapke (44) described a method for prolonging the viability of spores 
and ayceliuB of U. nuda. Seeds frcsB head-inoculated flowers and spores 
of nmerous collections were stored at 32® P. Some of th© spores were 
still viable after nine years whereas in storage at room temperatures 
little or no viability remained after a year. Seeds of five barley 
varieties from flowers hand-inoculated in 1940 stored at 32® F were 
seeded in a greenhouse in January, 194?. Seedlings were produced by 67 
p©r cent of the seeds and one variety produced 73 per cent mutted heads. 
This knowledge of cold storage possibilities has facilitated the stw3y 
of physiologic races and breeding for resistance to specific races of 
loose smut. 
Th® effect of artificial floral inoculations on seed set and sub­
sequent seed sold plant developaaent in barley has been studied by several 
investi^ tors. Shands and Schaller (34) found that if flowers were too 
young when inoculated, seed set ms reduced more "ttian when flowers had 
been pollinated for a day or isore. Ross et al. (27) report that ex­
tremely high relative humidity (artificially indxaced) caused a severe 
10 
redsietiou in seed set wfaan either the brush or Jaypodermic n^ thod of ia-
oeulaticm was used. Russell (29) states that eabryos infected with 2» 
generally ar® soiaewhat weaker th«j non-iHtfeeted eahryos and soa®-
tlE»s are dialler and somewhat deformed, fo r^ dme seedling aortality 
of infected saterial Mvingston (12) germinated inoeulated seeds in the 
laboratory, planted the® in paper bands and transplanted the seedlings 
to the field when they were about 3 inctos tall. From seed inoculated 
with the needle dry-spore method, Shanda and Schaller (34) foxaad, dur­
ing a five-year period, that plant stands varied from 4^  to 72 per cent 
and averaged 53 per cent. 
Wells ai^  Piatt (49) reviewed the work of several European investi­
gators and report that Thren obtained reduced stands and weak seedlings 
fpoB the use of a high concentration of viable spores. In other tests 
Thren found that with certain varieties, a low level of infection at 
matority was correlated with a hea"^  loss of inooTilated Material due to 
poor seed set and poor gemination. Thren considered the resistance 
of thase varieties equivalent to hyper sensitiveness to inoctilatioa with 
the fungus. Oort also repo3Ptedly encountered sjaptoms of hyper sensitive­
ness to 5. tritiel in itoat (49). It is reported (49) that fanderwalla, 
working with loose smut of wheat, found no correlation between the 
presence of fungus in the seed and the ability of the seed to germinate. 
From, ©xperiaents conducted in The Hetherlands, Oort (18) reported 
that reduced seed set, lowered viability of inoculated seed and lowered 
winterhardiness of plants from this seed may result in losses of from 20 
to 50 per cent of a population. !fe stated that in winter barley 
•» XI 
exjjeriraents fhron ©neountered even greater losa©s» 
Wells and Flatt (4.9) as©d 1 gram of spores ia 50 cc of water and 
fouirfl that tiie presence of the loos© smut ^organism catxsed a subatantlal 
reduction in stand whereas puncturing the leimas or inoeulating the 
florets with water had no aigaifieant effect on ataacd. Inoculated seeds 
froa 20 mrieties mm ©xaiained the whole ©abryo ^ thod described 
Sifflmonds (36) and it was fouiKi that som emteyos ^ re almost completely 
destroyed isgr invading i^ celim# It was reported that, in general, & 
gradation existed within each -visriety from, sewre injury to no evidencs 
of ayeelial growth# fhey noted tiiat when eabiyos of resistant types were 
infected, the amount of apparent daaa^  was ouch greater tlian in tha 
more susceptible %p®s* Wells and Piatt (49) pointed out that th® 
aaomt of reduction in th® viability of inoetalated seed was dependant 
on several factors including spore load, variety, enviro»B®ntal con-
iiitions foll-owing inoculation and seeding, and pi^ iologic speciali-
ssation* fhey concluded that th© «ount of infection present on a 
variety depeaied on th© ability of th® seed to germinate and grow when 
the ewdsrjo was infected as well as on inherent resistance* 
Betailed studies on the relation between infection in seeds and 
seedlings of wheat and Iferley and th© deTsslopasnt of sautted spites were 
made Ibgr Popp (23)• His results suggested tJaat the liasunity or high 
resistance of certain i^ at varieties was brotight about by the inability 
of th® 1^ . tritici i^ celiw to invade the embryo. In other resistant 
varieties, a high proportion of the embryos l»caae infected but the 
H^ celiua apparently was ranable to Invade the growing point or was uaabie 
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to survi-TO after inmsioa of the embryo had occurred. In the spring wheat 
mrl@%" Beiaowa, o-wr a three-year i>eriod, the awrage embryo Infectioa 
was 80 per cent compared to only 6 per cent infection in the adult plant 
stage. It was observed 'ttiat partial smutting of plants ocoiirred and h« 
believed IMa condition was Influenced 1:^  the urnqtial distribution of 
aycelita in seedling tissues# la tests with sewrsl -mrieties of spring 
barley Popp used three physiologic races and fouM that resistance or 
susceptibility to g. nuda was fairly constant during the life cycle of 
the plant. He reported that it was not imown wtother there were certain 
races of g« nuda to which SOTO barley TOrietiea were susceptlbl© in idle 
embryo stage and resistant in the seedling or adult plant stage. 
In describing loos® SKut of barley, Fteesan and Johnson (7) and 
Meksoa (6) stated that smutted plants usually head earlier than those 
not infected. Freeaan and Johnson (7) obserted that the period of ataxl-
sum sBsut de-selopment in a field always occxOTed at th© Baximtaa flowering 
tiase of barley and asmtted heads usually were ©lemted above the healtisgr 
heads, giiring opportunity for a wide distribution of spores hy air cur­
rents* In general, a plant was infected e-e^ ry teM was sHtutted but 
occasionally plants were found with both sound and sautted heads. Usually, 
each floret of a sautted head was entirely transforaed into a wut ®ass 
although exceptions were noticed. Oort (18) reported similar results 
al'teouj^  ®ost of the laartly diseased plants found in two imrieties of 
l»rley showed SOIM partially ^ nutted heads. 
A thorou^  review of the literature on en-piroifflieat and the cereal 
smuts has been presented ly Taplce (45)• He stated that noda and f. 
tritiid, my b@ considered to^ tter since th®y sre practically ictentieal 
®3Deept for the hosts thaj attack. Although no detailed date wre a-mil'-
afele on tejapsrattir© a»d iiiMidity raii^ s favoralul© for infection "bijr these 
organiaas# he pointed ou% that these smuts usiially ar® scare® in sections 
of the eomtry wher® huaidity is low at flo-roriag tinw. Results fro® 
studies ^ th •4d3®at shoi,^  that Im atmospheric aoistwa at Hovering 
time was Inimical to high infection, probably becauae gerEdnation of th® 
spores within the gliaues was too slow to caua® infection of the ovary ia 
the siiort period of tiM during which it is vulaeralile. Tapio© stated 
that ejqjeriments conducted in Holland by Oort showed that spores of g. 
tritici raay be diss«Binsted Isy air currents end cause infection at least 
up to 1CX5 Ejeters froa th® point of origin* frm. other reports it was 
concluded that weather conditions at flowering tiae are very iia ortant 
factors in the incidence of nida and 2* tritici through their in­
fluence on e^ postire of flowrs, diss^ ination of spores and gersaination 
of the spores one© they are in the flowers* 
A wide ran^  of soil temperatures during seedling ©mergence had 
little effect on the incidence of ntada from hand»inoculat@d flowers 
according to Leukel (11 )# Tapk» (45) suaaarised the results obtained 
other workers and concltMed that in many cases relatively war® soil tm-
j^ ratures teMed to favor infection by nuda and tritici \A®reas 
lowr soil temperatures caijs^  ^a decreased infection# The influence of 
soil fertility aM fertilizers did not appear to be of practical signifi­
cance ia contTOl. So»e reports dealing wiidi th© effects of vemaliaation 
of winter bsrley and winter wheat on the incidence of 2* and 2* 
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trltici iiidieated that this process had little or no effect whereas others 
indicated that appreciable reductions in infection resulted from vernali­
sation. Qloninger (4) reported that the percentage of smutted heads was 
Kaoh lower for wmalized winter 'terlej s@9d th®n for aiiailar aaterial 
planted in ths field, faito (39) reported timt more winterkilling oeetared 
in wheat plants ^ am from seed infected with J. tritioi thsa in plants 
f^ oa non-inf®cted s©«d in tests in Virginia and lew fork. 
Observations by fajlor and Harlg® (46) showed that imder conditions 
of natural inoculation the lateral florets of two barley mrieties» 
lakano Was© and Bsawi produced a much higher percentage of amutted florets 
than did the central florets. IMs was attributed to the fact that the 
lateral florets of these -rorieties tend to reiaain open for longer periods 
at flowerin.g ttee. 
loss et al» (27) concluded that tlie close adiwrenc© of the lerama 
and Palea was of little importance in determining resistance to infec­
tion. They stated, howeter# timt ti»ir results did not eliminate the 
possibility of infection being greater in those mfieties in which th® 
flo3rets remained open longer during the flowering period. Their studies 
showed that inoculation with dry chlau^ ospores of ||. nvds. gaTO poor 
infecMon unless followed by three or four days of damp, wet weather, 
fh© degree of infection ws increased by raising the humidity artifi­
cially. How0-TOr» under conditions of high htimidity within a canms 
enclosure the fcypodemic method gai^ e lower infections than \aider natawd 
conditions. • A limited increase in loose aaut infection witii increased 
teaperetxire was reported to be in agreement with the results of workers 
detexmining tto critloal temperatures for spore geiminatlon. 
4s earlj as 1909 it was observed IVeeiaau and Johnson (7) that 
barley varieties differed in susceptibility to loose siaut but tb®y stated 
tliat no inaaunity of mar ted practical TOIii© had b@©n di scoured* In re­
cent years ntrorous tests haw beea conducted to locate wrietiea with 
high resistance to this disease. Iliddleton and ChapBan (14) found that 
«K«C. Beardleas 26« (prtswmbly Morth Carolina Hooded 26, C» It 7026) 
was on® of the most resistant varieties in their tests* Poehlaaa (20) 
reported that North Carolina Hooded 26 (N.C.H. 26) and Iredell (G. I, 
6571) appeared to be two of the best sourees of resistance. Fifteen other 
hooded varieties and two awned types showed less than 5 per cent infec­
tion? In later tests, Poehlman (21) classified 34 out of 165 varieties 
as resistant since the average infection of each did not exceed 5 per 
cent* Shands and Schaller (34) tested 300 spring varieties and observed 
that nine showed no infection and 27 others showed less than 5 per cent 
infectioa# About 40 spring varieties v&rm tested Ross et al# (27) 
with Trebi, Titan and Warrior showing highest resistance# Roane (24) in-
ocul-ated 36 winter barley varieties with j2» nMa and found no ssnit la Huga, 
fexan, TreM. (spring type). Hooded 5# and C, I# 7574 (since named lenbar).' 
fayette, Nassau, Tenfeow, and C. It 7524 (now called Harbine) showed less 
than 10 per cent infection# MfO.H. 26 had 31*3 per cent smutted teada in 
this test* Th© inoculum used was a aixture of collections or a composite 
of inoculum from currently grown susceptible varieties. 
A tot^  of 4S winter barley varieties and selections were tested 
for their reaction to indiviiual collections of ]J« nudf by Cloninger (4). 
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These strains from varied soiaroes in the United States and from th® 
United States Department of Agricultxire MorM Collection* Hearly all of 
th© rou^ -a\raed and awjoth-awied Teimess©® Winter types and the intro* 
dueed Tarieties coraaaonly grown in th® Ifedted States were sxisoaptibl® 
to all collections of nuda used. "Da^ dson, a composite cross ®©1©©« 
tion, showed resistance to mm collections. Certaia hooded feianessee 
Mlnter-type wrietiea «ad hooded selections from I^ ssouri larlj Beardless 
appeared to be excellent sources of resistance. Varieties from the World 
Collection varied responses Mt some se«fi»d to pro-ride good sources 
of resistance. SeTOral bearded hybrid selections ha^ lag MissotEfi .Early 
Beardless as one parent appeared to possess considerable resistance. 
Khnzak (10) used eight tentatively detenained races of U. and 
found that the yarieties Jet and ¥slil were highly resistant or iBaasme 
to all of them. Sfe pointed out that according to \aipaM.ish®d infonaation 
ite had recei-rod from Tapfee, a. new collection of j|. atada attacfesd 
Trebi in Wisconsin also caused heavy infection in falM. 
•In a review of tlie literattir® on breeding for disease resistance in 
wheat, oats, barley and flax, Aus^ us (1) stated tliat both Hahraaach®? and 
Roeiusr he«i worfced with winter and suasaer tsarleys and reported that a 
single factor pair deterained the reaction to loose sraut. According to 
Steith (38), KahBBHacher found that resistance to tw> physiologie races 
!• dominant and segregated in a 3il ratio in om cross but 
that in other crosses neither type of dominance nor aod® of inheritance 
was clear. 
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Liidngstoa (12) stiidied the inheritance of resistance to U* 
in Isarley l^ rbrids Involving two resistant and two susceptitiLe parents 
and fotind Idiat resistance was iuberited as a doainaat character. In 
crosses between Trebi and Colsess IV there was eiddenoe that doiBinanoe 
was not complete* The reactions of l^ brid plants from reciprocal 
crosses indicated that infection of i^ brids was determined the nature 
of the embryo, rather than tQr the resistance or susceptibility of the 
floral tissues of the female parent on which they are borne. Other in-
TOstigators (16, 32, 37) working with barley loose ®iut haw obtained 
siailar results# According to studies reported by Livingston (12), 
Larose and ?aBlerwalle and Milan found that the resistance of wheat 
plants approached that of the resistant |)areat, regardless of the re­
sistance of the fejnale |«rent. These in-sestigators wrked with the 
progenies of reciprocal oresaea between very susceptible and very re­
sistant T^ eat varieties inoculated with tritlejl. 
From the reaction of ^ 2*  ^and backcross hytelda, Livingston (12) 
observed that both Trebi and a selection of Hordetm dafic^ ns apparently 
possess a dominant factor for resistance but that dominance say not 
always be ccmplete. The resistance factors carried l?y these two varieties 
were similar in effect in crosses with Missouri Early Beardless. Eesults 
si^ ;gested the presence of a weak factor for resistance in Missouri Early 
Beardless. Livingston was unable to determine the e»ct nature of tte 
inheritance of resistance to U. nuda because of the failure to identify 
all susceptible and segregating ^ notypes. The partial vacuum me^ y^  
of inoctalation was lised with inoculuja increased from a single aautted 
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l^ ad of Missoiiri Early BeaMless. H© stated tiiat an inoculation »©thod 
which will give 100 per cent infection has not yet been devised. Al* 
thoiigh inoculation teehiniqiias h&v® been r©fin©d somewhat in recent years* 
the failtJre to^  obtain consistently high infection in susceptible parent 
or cl3©ek wrieties is still qtiit® coaaon. Th® possibili-ty of th® pres­
ence of m-mr&i physaiologio foras of £. nTaif in tlie inocultja ws suggested 
by Livingston aa a coiaplicatlng factor* According to Livingston a third 
factor, previously aentioned Roeaer and, by Thren, is that infected 
plants fflay b® weaJceaed the presence of tl» loose saut fungus# result­
ing in a selective death of seedlings. 
i^ brid poptilations from crosses with six spring barley varieties 
were studied ^  Sehaller (32) to deterialae the inheritance of resistance 
to loose mutrn The diy-spore needle laethod of inoculation was used with 
inoculua increa'Sed on lew! terley from a single sautted tead» Schaller 
stated that reaction of plants in the Fg generation does not ;perffllt a 
satisfaotoiy genetical analysis since some susceptible plants say escape 
infection. Sateri^ 'etations were baa^  on the «iaetion of rows and 
second, generation progenies of backoroased plants., wi-Ui a few teats of 
li£©0 aade to check the F^  classification. Inoculations of Fg and 
parent pl®ts were »ad® over a period of 10 to 14 daye but sn analysis 
of vsriance of infection in the parental varieties showed that the vari­
ation in infection was not significant. In th® crosses Newal (highly 
siMceptible) X frebi (hi#ly resistant) and Colsess IV (hi^ y suscep­
tible) X Jet (highly resistant or iamune) reactions in the Fi and Fg 
indicated that resistance was domimnt. Ti» F^  lines of both cros^ s 
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gem distritations which indicated that one dominaBt factor paif gowroed 
resistance in each case# the distributioa of tia© Colsess If x Jet 
bQrterids gaw a satisfactory fit to a li2il ratio. Three rows of the 
cross frebi x Jet ^g&v® classified susceptibl© indicating different facters 
for reaistance in thes© two Trarieties# Reaiilts fmm. a cross between an 
XL73 selection and Dorsett and crosses involving these two -rorietles 
with Trebi and Jet led to the postulation that each of the first tw 
naaed varieties possessed a factor for resistance. It was further pos­
tulated that in the hoaosygow condition th® Dorsett and Z173 ^ nes per­
mitted about 13 and 43 per cent smut, respectively, and allowd about 
55 and 65 per cent ssautted plants when heterozygous. It appears that 
these conclusions are somewhat ••refined'* since reactions of varieties 
vary considerably from year to year and uMer different conditions. How­
ever, further testing ®ay verify their conclusions# 
In other studies with spring barleys Mohajir (16) and Mohajir, Amy 
and Shands (15) used a cmix>site inoculum from susceptible parents ojod 
lines, fhe race of ntaia which attacks Tr^ bi apparently was not present 
since Trebi and Trebi selections were not infected. Mohajir studied 
igrbrid populations fro® crosses involving 16 varieties and seleetionsf 
One of the varieties, Moore, ranged in infection froa 11 to 21 per cent 
wi!®reas in previous years it had been about 64 per cent susceptible. 
The possible presence of »ore than one pi:^ iologie race in various prepa­
rations of the composite inoculm ntight offer a possible explanation for 
this difference in reaction. In the cross X20S-33 x Valentine, lines 
showing up to 15 per cent saut were considered resistant and on this 
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the jreslstanc® of faleatiae -ms attrilmted to a single factor pair. 
Infection in the suscei^ tible jjarent ranged from 0 to 5 per cent ia o»© 
year and 0 to 37 per otnt the second year witli as many ^ tests® below 15 
per cent infection {indicating resistaac®) a® abot® tliat figure# It 
therefor® appears doubtful if the conclusions regaa^ ding this cross ar® 
justified on th® basis of data presented. 
Ifohajirj IrrQT and Shands (15) reported that vhen crossed to the sua-
ceptible and moderately susceptible varieties 1255-1 and tothritis, the 
resistance in each of the -mrieties Abyssinian and Jet (both highly re­
sistant) was conditioned two factor pairs, fhey suggeated that th® 
indication of an additional gen® pair in Jet wy haw been caused by "to® 
aoderately susceptible Arthritis differing froa the highly ausceptiblo 
Colsess I? used by Schaller (32) who previously reported only on® gen© 
pair' for resistance in Jet. Again, pi^siologi© races asy haire been a 
factor* For bo-lfe Arthritis x Jet and Arthritis x Al^ ssinian, ratios of 
11 3resistanti4 segregating j1 susceptible were suggested, in,dicating that 
the two factor pairs in each impart a high level of resistance to a large 
proportion of the progenies. In the cross 0# I» 1413 (aoderately resist­
ant) X 2217 (x^ sistant) a plausible factorial analysis could not b® made 
because of the wriability in reaction of the C. I. 1413 parent. They 
coacludled that Algrssinian probably carries at leaat one gene that is 
different from the Trebi gene (designated as Ua %• Schaller) sine® 
Al:^ asiaian is resistant to both 0. and the race which 
attacks Trebi. fhey sug^ sted that ttore was scroe difference between 
the genes for resistance in Al:^ ssinian and Jet but ^ tet until th© cross 
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At^ ssinian x Jet is steadied, a definite g®m symbol shotild not be assigi^ d. 
Iniieritane© of resistaace to two physiologic races, designated Tr 
and fs, was studied by Skoropad and Johaaon (37). Parent wrieties itsed 
w©r® Jet wMeh was not infected b&f either rae®, fitan wMch ws highly 
resiatant to Tr but fairly susceptible to Ts, and Montcalm and Sanalta 
which w®rs susceptible to both races# Inociilationa ware laade by tha l^ -po-
d©rjaie asiiiod described by Poehlman (19) • Ko infection of plants by 
©ithsr rac® occurred in crosses tet-ween Jet and the other three mrieties 
and they concluded that th® gene (s) for resistance in Jet mst be 
•coajxLetely dominant" since iisaimlty wa# iMdntained in the heterozygous 
condition* ill backcrosa progenies with less than 4.0 per cent siHutted 
plants were classed as segregating for resistance and those %/ith higher 
infection were considered homo^ gous for susceptibility. Oa this basis, 
backcross distributions of crosaes with Jet gaTO a satisfactory fit to a 
lil ratio. Tl» distributions of the lines were divided into three 
elassesj homossygoTis resistant (zero infection), heterossygous (moderate 
infection), and hoaoaygous susceptible (higb infection). In each case 
the susceptible class included a soMwhat wider range of infection than 
the susceptible parent. HoweTOr, the di-wiaion was based on fairly de­
finite "breaks^  in tiie hybrid diatribtuions. In crosses with Jet imeu-
lated with each of the races the progenies ga-ro probabilities rang­
ing from 0.13 to 0.46 tested for goodness of fit to a 3»1 ratio. 
When tested against a li2tl ratio crosses of Sanalta x Jet with bol^  
races and Montcalm x Jet wife race Tr g&vB acceptable fits but Mont€»l® 
3C Jet with race Ts gave a prol^ bility wlue of only 0.03. Backcross 
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data for tliis latter cross gavB a proteibility of 0.15» however, indicat­
ing an acceptable fit to a 1 resistant*! susceptible hypothesis. It was 
pointed out that the gsn© pair for re sis time® to fr in Jet probably ma 
th® one designated by Schaller-. Since no previous studies h®i been 
Had© on tiie inheritance of reaction to rac® fs th© gen© i^ir giTing Jet 
its resistance to this race was considered to be a *aew* gene aM vm 
assigned th© next available dssignation, Un^. 
Sfesroiad and Johnson (37) reported that the incoaplet© resistanc® 
of titan to race Tr also was ^ eomplete]^ dominant*. Titan showed a range 
from 0 to 4»5 per cent infection with tliia raC6» break in tim 
distributioaaa of the Titan crosses fell as mnch as 6 classes (30 per cent) 
below the lowr range of th© suscaptible parent but it was not stated 
whether the parents inoctflated and grovn at the sam© time and xmder 
the sam© conditions as the and bacteross progenies. % using low 
points in the distribution carve to separate the phenotypes, probability 
vali^s for a fit to a 3 si ratio ranged from 0.07 to 0.50. Mh@n tl» 
pro^nies were tested for a fit to a li2»l ratio th© cross Ifenteala as 
Tit»t gave a P valu® of only 0.© as coiapared to a value of 0.48 fo? the 
reciprocal cross. In regard to these results the authors (37* p» 532) 
state* *Aoo©ptable fits to the 1S2J1 ratio ere shoan in Tabl® ?il, 
except in th® case of Montcala x Titan. The latter cas© may bs disre-
garded, however, sine© th© reciprocal. Titan 3C l^ontcalm shows an excel­
lent flt.« 
reaction of F3 lines of Tlt®i x Jet indicated a good fit to a 
3il ratio wh«n inoculated with race Ts. In this case, howver, if 
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resistance can be attributed to a single ^ne pair, the heterozygous con­
dition in a plant also appears to prevent isifection in tb© progei^ of 
that plant since 66 of 84 % lines showed no saut. Skoropad and Johnson 
©onclMed. that their results seeia to prov© that a single doainant pair 
of g©n®s conditioned th© wat resistanc# of fitan to Tr, of J©t to Tr, 
and of Jet to Ts» fhey stated, howewr, that thsr© is no proof that 
three distinct gen© pairs are involved# 
A fairly compreheaaiv© revie-tf of the literature on inheritance of 
resistance to loose mat has been presented Issy iibnzak (10) • He reported 
tlmt Seiffert obtained transgressi-ro segregation for greater susceptibility* 
In citing Zeiner's work h© pointed out th&% resistance apparently m.n 
doittinant in aost of the crosses he studied# Results from four crosses 
of resistant or iamtme types with susceptible varieties and a cross be­
tween a resistant and a moderately stisceptible variety were interpreted 
on the Imsis of a single dcHalnant factor for resistance, but Heiner could 
not e3q>lain the data froa a moderately susceptible x highly susceptible 
cross# Nahffifflacher obtained results wMch axiggested a simple inheritance 
of resistance but he was unable to give a factorial analysis. lonzak 
pointed out that the inoculua used by Nahawacher was a mixed collection# 
and that tliis, together with the fact that Ms hi^y susceptible variety 
showed only 62 per cent aaut, possibly aay account for the difficulties 
encountered in fitting the data to an inheritance pattern# The presence 
of more tlwn one race of Mit in the inoculKM se«aed liitely since botti 
lahsmacher and, later, Thren obtained varied reactions wi^n they inocu­
lated different barley varieties. 
In ©speriiaeats with spring terley varieties ifonzak (10) used the 
same eight t®ntativ©ly designated races of 2» ntt^ as were used in th© 
study reported herein. Inoculum was obtained from Dr. T. F. Tapfc© and 
the individual races •mm increased on Odessa (a completely susceptible 
variety) so that fresh inocuXtaa was available for all teats. Inoculations 
were laade with hypodermic ^ inges using & spor© suapenaion. Aa in th© 
steadies described previously, plants having a single mutted tiller wer® 
considered susceptible and infection percentages mm based on plant 
counts* fhe varieties Jet and Valki were highly resistant or iiwune to 
all eight races and to a composite of thea whereas Odessa was coapletely 
susceptible to each race and to the eoaposite. It was pointed out that 
th© seope of the inheritance sttidies was restricted somewhat by th© care-
astdiods necessaj^ to prevent contaaiaatioa when vorking with a number 
of physiologic races. Genetic interpretations were based on the reaction 
of the F2 generation, wrified ty progeny testing of apparently resist­
ant lines in the to sort out plants which escaped infection. Wm tto 
coapletely susceptible Odessa was inoculated with race 1 an average of 
only 31 per cent of the plants weire infected, mmn though e gerBdiiatioii 
test showed that the smut spores were highly viable. lonzak stated 
that inoculation methods generally are sufficiently satisfactory so that 
high infections of susceptible lines can consistently be obtained aM 
failure to get high infections should no lon^r b© a proTd®a. Th® cas© 
of Odessa inoculated with race 1 ap|»ars to be an exception. 
Ifonzak studied larger parental and segregating populations wi'te. 
races 1, 6 and 7 than with the other five »c@3 and therefore placed 
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more ©sBphasi® os tlx® geaetie iB.terpreta-tion of resiataBo® to these tliree 
races* Tlas restalts obtained .indicated that Jet and Valki ea.©h possessed 
a separate gene pair gtiri.ag resistance to ice.m It appeared tSiat J®t 
possessed oce pair for resistance to r&o® 6 asd tliat falki liatl two 
ge»© pairsi iEd,ep<-»M@at of the om iia Jet, wliieh gam resistant to tlitat 
rac®t It Mas f'jrtlier suggested that Jet and ¥a3.ki each, h8.d two gen® pairs 
for r®8istaiice to r&ee 7 sJid that th& Jet and falki factors liteely mm 
independent elthougli th® data yer© insufficient for cosplet® verification* 
i. soMsery of the iniissritanee ratios obtained from crosses inTOl-viag tlie 
tlire® -m-ioties (Jet, ¥&1M and Odessa) iBocialated with ti» dlffartmt 
raess was presented* ratios of resistaat to suseeptibl® 
pleats to wMcli tise obserwd data allowed aeceptaH© fits iaclaied 3il» 
15j1# 13s3» 9i7# and 57t7« In three iastauces s ratio of 249 resistantt 
7 susceptible was su^sted te,t data -mm not s'afficient to definitslj 
support tlitt eonclttsion# 
Data fsPOM the cross Odessa x falki strongl^^ si^gested that fal^ 
possessed a SBSsber of gsGetle factors uiiich ga\»© it resistance to 
eight i*ao@s steadied* A single fsctor pair ¥as s-oggested for resis'fceace 
to the bulked inoculm la 'the cross Odessa x Jet, Imt whea the races 
mTB inoculated singly was e-rlden©© t!ia.t at le&st two peirs of 
geaas \fere iB-rol-rod. fbsse results suggested tiiat the segregation ol>-
ta.i»©d wiien tte bulked collection of races m.8 used wan ia error, aM 
tiiat each of tae IndiTidiial races did aot h&m m eqttal opportunity to 
cause infection in the host plant. 
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Kbnzfik reiterated that tto different ratios obtained in his studies 
emphs.size the complexity of the problems involved in breeding for loos© 
ffisut resistance. He believed that atteinpts should be made to find less 
eosplioated sotirces of resistdne© and that it is evident that the us© of 
a single SMit collection in inheritance studies will not give desired 
results since the collections used different workers laay not be •yae 
same. He staggested that future inheritance studies be standardiaed to 
the extent tiiat the smut used be fully identified by its reaction on 
some standard differential host varieties. Sonzak did not formulate 
any definite conelusioM aregarding the interrelationships of factors 
for resistance possessed by either Jet or Yalki. He suggested that 
symbols either not be assigned to ai^ of those that are indicated or 
that they be assigned to all of tiiem until their relation to genes con­
ferring resistance to other 2. nuda), races is determined. 
A number of investigators have ©xaained their data from smut in­
heritance studies in an effort to locate possible associations betwen 
various morphological characters and reaction to loose smut. Livingston 
(12) foTOd no evidence of linkage between the factors for resistance to 
Jg» nt^ and those for hoods or six«^owness in crosses bet^^en winter and 
spring barleys. He stated that promising selections of hooded, six-row, 
winter types with resistance to j|. nuda mre obtained. Ibnaak (10) llks-
wise found no evidence of linkage of factors for loose s®ut resistance 
with those of the aorphological markers Bb, fv, Nn, and Ss in the cross 
Odessa x Jet* 
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in assooiation between resistance to loos© smut and stem nist was 
noted 1:^ Shands (35) in l^brids from a ciross betwon stem rust resistant 
Cbevron and loose saut resistent Trebi. One of the selectionsiaharited 
a combination of resistsace to both diseases* This seleetiosf later 
najned falentin©, was crossed with a smut-stiaceptible -roriety and ICX) 
of the resulting plants were inocul.ated with loose smut. The lines 
were tested for stem rust resistance and segi^gated 23 resistant*53 hetero-
zygomi24 susceptible. Ifee awrage saut infections for the three rust 
classes were 1»3# 8.3, and 51»4 per c®nt respeetiwly. Shands' results 
lndioata4 that reaistaiic© to each disease was due to a single d<miiiant 
factor pair although the possibility of modifying factors in the case 
of the smut reaistaxs<^ ms suggested. As indicated previously, Liiringston 
(12) concluded that the loose smut resistance of Trebi probably m.B due 
to a single domiaant factor pair. 
Shands sug^sted that the use of falentine or slMlar lines should 
facilitate breeding for disease resistance in barley. In a cross between 
Valentine and a stem rust susceptible parent, the stem rust jresistaat 
pro^ny could be selected with a good chac® of also obtaining resistance 
to loos© smut, thus reducing the time aM effort reqiiired for loose smut 
tests. It woijld be necessary, bou&v&r, to actually test proaiaing selec­
tions for reaction to locse amut. 
No association betwen the g^nes conditioning smut reaction and 
aorphological characters representing five of th® seTOn linkage groups was 
found 1:^ Schaller (32). Mohajir (16) reported a possible association 
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betweea saut reaetioa aad nimber of rows on the spike in crosses invol'ir-
ing Abgrssinian and Jet* 
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mrnHLS AND I4ETH0DS 
At th® inception of this research little information was available 
on the reaction of winter Imrley varieties to specific races or collec­
tions of loose staut, Uatilago ntada (Jena.) Rostr» lafonaation as to 
aoxirses of resistance to local collections and composites of inoculTJB 
was obtained froa the followingi 
Or. a. A. Wiebe, Div. C. C« & 0., Beltsville, M. 
Br. M. Poehlaan, Mo» Agr. Exp. Sta., Columbia Mo. 
Mr. Itevid A* Reid, Esr* Agr. Ixp* Sta*» Lexington^ Hy. 
Mr. f. S. Hebert, N. C. Agr. Exp. Sta., fialeigh, I. Carol. 
Because of indicated smut resistance or adaptation for production in 
Oklahoma seven winter barley -mrieties were selected as parents, the 
parent varieties are listed aud described in fable 1 and their indicated 
reaction to jj. nuda is giwn. Ward, feni;ow and Harbine were selected 
because they were the varieties reeomaended for cosaaercial production in 
(M^ahcma. BobaM was selected because, in addition to its indicated re­
sistance to loose mut, it has high resistance to the greenbug Cfoxopter^ 
aramintm). an important insect pest in Oldahoffia. 
The original inoculim used was obtained from Dr. ?. F. in 
the foi® of inoculated seed of each of eight tentatively identified 
pl:grsiologic races of ||. nuda. the inoculated seed was obtained in 
December, 1948 end planted the following month in the greenhouse at 
^Dr. ¥. F. Tapke, Senior Patltologist, Division of Cereal Crops and 
Diseases, U. S. Depar'tomnt of Agriculture, Beltsville, Maryland. 
TaM© 1, Description, seed, sotiroe, and indicated, reaction to loose aaut of parent 









Indicated reaction to 
£. saia C194S) 
1 * Ward 6007 '47 3tw. Found. 
Head Ro^m 
k,l,,K,s Highly susceptible 
2 * f enkow 646 00. Son© resistance 
3 * Harbin® 
(Cada. 1-35-216) 
7524 Oo. Soias resistance 
5 North Carolina 
Hooded 26 
7026 *47 Sac. 665 and 
*46 Ab. 4227 
Highly resistant 
6 Oohadak 5137 '48 Stw. 2712 
(*47 G. A. tfiebe) 
k,l,a,S Considerable resistance 
7 Mo. B400 
(Mo. B546) 
7568 Colmbia, Mo. 
(J. M. PoelLtaan) 
k,L,N,s Considerable resis'tence 
B 5238 '47 Stw. 2202 k,l,l,S Highly resistant 
®Stw» « Stillwater, Oklalioaa} Sac. * Sacaton, Arizona} and Ab» « Aberdeen, Idaho. 
^All 'varieties ar© 6«row©d winter t^^pes. Symbols used are those listed %• &iith (33) and 
represent the following characterss K » hooded, k "« aroedj L » lax head, 1 " den^ hs^j 
H « covered seed, n « nated saedj S » long haired rachilla, s » short haired raehilla. 
%eccaa!Knded for coBBiercial production in OWLatoaia 
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Stillwater, Oklahoaa. As soon as simtted heads started to eaerge they 
were co-rored id-tb. transparent glassine bags held in place with paper 
clips. After each head had oomplstely emer^d from the boot it was re-
mo-rcid from the plant aud allowed to dry at room temperat-are» 
A fairly large nmber of smutted teads of each race was obtained# 
After drying, the bagged smutted heads were placed in closed cardboard 
containers in ttie refri^rator and held at temperatures slightly above 
32° ft &.utted heads, collected in Marsh, 1949# wej?© stored and pro­
vided the inoculum for the parent varieties in the field at Stillwater 
in May, 1949* Three heads of each parent variety were inoculated with 
each race except race Heads of suitable mturity were not available 
In sufficient quantity to include this race# 
Part of the Inoculated parent seed was planted in the field at 
Stillwater October 10, 1949, and the reaainder seeded thi^e weeks later 
in pots set in the ground in the field. About se-wn weeks later, these 
pots were moved to the greenhouse# Reactions obtained iVom the two 
plantings are given in Table 2. 
Seed of each of the parent varieties was planted in the Agroncay 
Greenhouse at Ames, Iowa, in lovember and December, 194S« Since seed 
of each parent variety was fro® a bulk lot, it was believed desirable 
to maintain the identity of each parent plant, fhis was done using 
tite strain nuabers as listed in fable 1 together with plant numbers. 
Crosses were siade in i^bruary, 1949# and included nearly all possible 
combinations of the seven parent varieties• Identity of both parent 
plants of ea.eh cross was maintained end parent and crossed seed was 
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Table 2. Eeaction® of parent imri®tl®s to IndividTaal rao@9 
of loose sffiut in %lcm greenhoxige and field at 




Ward Tenkow Harbin® K.C.H. 26 DohadaJc B400 Dob^cu 
1 S S I 3 3 S I 
2 S 3 a I S 3 - S 
3 3 S R R s S S 
4 I H R E E 3 s 
5 S 3 R I S S 3 
6 s S R E R I S 
7 s S I R S S S 
8 Only 10 plants inoeulat®d--®o infection obtained. 
- resistant ~ 0»0 to 10»Q$ smtted plants (or heads). 
I - intermediate - 10*1 to 30»C^ ssautted plants (or heads). 
S « susceptible - 30.1 to 100.0^ smutted plants (or heads). 
^Qreenhous® cbterrainations were mad® on a aaadaua of 10 plants and 
field determinations on the p©r<j©ntage of smutted heads in a 
single 3-foot row for each variety-raoe coabination. 
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planted in the fall of 1949* Part of the seed was space-planted in the 
field at Stillwater, part of it in pots in the field and later movBd into 
the greenhouse, and the r«Bsaind©r vas space-i^anted at Saoaton^ Arisonal" 
A good quantity of seed wis produced h r^ nearly all and parent plants 
at Sacaton and in the field at Stillwater. The greenhouse material at 
Stillwater waa almost a total loss due to a mry seter© hailstom. 
Based on the reactions of parent mrieties shown in Table 2 the 
following oross-racQ combinations yere selected for inoculating in the 
Fg serration I 
Set gro38 Hace 
A H.G.H. 26 (5-4) x Ward (1-19) 6 
B Dohadak (6-lS) x Ward (1-19) 4 
C 1.0.1. 26 (5-15) X Dohadak (6-18) 7 
D K.C.H. 26 (5-29) x Dobaku (8-15) 7 
I Harbin® (3-33) x Ward (1-19) 3 
P Harbine (3-3S) x Ward (1-19) 4 
0 Harbine (3-38) x Ward (1-19) 6 
Seed from F3_ jJ.ants of each cross waa space-planted in 10-foot rows 
in the field at Stillwater with rows of the respectiTO parents* fhrou^-
out ttiis study all parent and hybrid seed was apace-planted and individ­
ual plant identity a&iatained. T^l've 10-foot rows with 30 seeda per 
row were planted for each of tte sets A, B, C, and D toother with two 
hybrid and parent plant© were grown at the U. S. Meld Station, 
Sacaton, Arizona and harirested through the eourte^ of Itr. JJa-rld J. Ward 
and Dr. S. A. Wiebe, Bivision of Cereal Crops and Diseases, U. S. 
£tepartmeat of Agriculture. 
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rows of each pareat. Sixteen rows of the Harbin© x Ward cross were 
plantosi wi-Ui fow rows of eaeh parent. This "imcxilatlag bLock* ws 
planted sewral hundred fe©t fim mj other barley and at no tim dtsring 
the series of experissnts did any smutted h©ads appear in plantings from 
non-inoculated seed. 
Original plana called for inoculating tlie florets on one imd for 
each of 2CK) hybrid plants and one head for each of 30 plants per parent 
for all sewn sets listed above. At the tla© the Pg plant© were being 
inoculated it beoaaa apparent from other reaction stidies that Harbin© 
was susceptible rather than reaistant to rao® 3 and possibly susceptibl© 
to rac® 6» Inoculaticaas for Set E liierefor® were discontin»d, result-* 
ing in a relatively sssall nmber of inoculations for this set. fh® 
total rnaaber of florets inoculated and th@ nmber and percentage of 
florets that produced s©ed are presented in Table 3» The percontage of 
seed 90t on inoculated florets ms high, averaging 85.6 per cent for 
the combined test. Ctoly Set E gav® a somewhat low seed set. 
All inoculationa were made in the field using a technique soaaidaat 
like that described lay Poehlaan (19). Inoculum was prepared clipping 
th® tips of several smutted heads of a given race onto a previously 
sterilized pi®o« of cheesecloth. The cloth was supported l3y a steril® 
glass beaker containing a recently prepared 2 per cent dextrose solution. 
A spore suspension was prepared by straining the chlaa^ospores tiirough 
%se of a 2 per cent dextrose solution was recomaended by 0. Kenneth. 
Glonia^r, Missouri Agricultiiral Experiment Station, Colunbia, Missoxari, 
private coMatmication, April 22, 1949 • 
fabl® 3« Number of florets inociilated and mmber and percentage of 
seed set for each of the cross-race combinations at 
Stillwater, OMLahona, 1951• 
Parent Total inaijer Per cent 
Set or Raee " ae®d 
cross &ads floret® Seeds set 
A 5-4 3? 6 7 261 90,6 
5-4 X 1-19 6 122 4,916 4,393 89.4 
1-19 P 6 u 618 567 91.8 
B 6—18 P 4 U 533 428 81.8 
6-18 X 1-19 4 198 8,632 7,775 90.1 
1-19 P 4 30 1,226 1,085 88.5 
0 5-15 P 7 30 1,197 1,041 87.0 
5-15 X 6-18 7 202 8,951 7,999 89.4 
6-18 P 7 23 997 791 79.3 
0 5-29 P 7 22 878 766 87.2 
5-29 X S-15 7 182 7,554 6,630 87.8 
8-15 P 7 26 1,039 881 84.8 
S 3-38 P 3 34 1,265 752 59.4 
3-33 X 1-19 3 71 2,336 1,672 71.6 
1-19 P 3 6 163 111 68.1 
f 3-38 P 4 42 1,911 1,548 81.0 
3-38 X 1-19 4 397 16,406 14,289 87.1 
1-19 P 4 60 2,335 2,005 85.9 
Q 3-38 P 6 53 2,397 1,873 78.1 
3-38 X 1-19 6 291 11,108 9,264 83.4 
1-19 P 6 55 1,819 1,397 76.8 
fotal 1,876 76,569 65,528 
kmT&g& 85.6 
th.© cloth which had b©«tt dipped into th© dextrose solution, this pro-
oedur© was repeated imtil tlse apore sijspeosioa took on a light yellowish 
bpowa color, indicating that a sufficiently lar^ zamber of spores mr& 
in sttsf©nsi0n. In casss where th® liability of tiie spores was Jmown to 
be soaewhat low the concentration of spores was iocreased. 
Sijice the majority of inoculations ms to be »ad© in May of 1951> 
®n. attempt was made to increase all 8 races of saut in order to ha-ro 
fresh inoculiaa amil&ble. Some of the reaaining inoculated aeed ob­
tained from Dr» fapte wa0 planted in the greenhouse at Stillwater ia 
January, 1950» butted hsads were ^thared and stor^sd at 32 to 36® F 
for about a month and thsn used to inoculat© two highly susceptible 
spring barley varieties, CJoldfoil and Que®is« Unfortimately, these 
inoculations failed to produe® any sautted heads. Therefore, it was 
necessary to us© the aautted heads ptswn in 1949 as inoculua for the 
1951 inoculations. This necessitated raakiag viability tests before 
inoculua was used. 
Qermination t®st0 were made by placing a few drops of newly pre­
pared spor© suspension into a Petri dish and allowing it to staM at 
rosm teai^rature (approximately 70® F) for 12 to 18 hottrs. Only in-
oculim wMch showed good germination was used in tb© field. At M tia© 
mve any sporidia-produeing spores obserwd, indicating the abaence of 
any siixtur© of Pstilago niara Tai&e. As a ftother precaution against 
say mixture of species, all inoculated seed was treated with C®re.san M 
a few days prior to planting. 
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In ^ eral, spor«s in a ffesKLy p«pare<i suspension shotted appre­
ciably lower germinatioa than spores froa the same inoculm after stor­
age in suspension at 32 to 36® F for several hows. Good germination 
was obtained after 10 d&js storage of a spor© suspension at temperattares 
slightly aboTO 32® F, 
Inoeialtaai of each race was prepared in 500 id* batches, iistially a 
day or two prior to use and stored in the refrigerator while tiie geimi-
natioa test was being cond'oeted* inoculi® that showd extreH^ly 
low viability was discarded* About one-thiri of a gi'ron preparation of 
inocultim was taken to the field at one tisie. this aiaoimt ustsally was 
sufficient to Inoculate approxintately 50 heads*. Inoculations were made 
1 
with a continuous flow (spring return of plunger) hypodermic syringe 
tising a 25 gatige needle, figure 1 and Figure 2 pcresent views of the 
syringe in operation. 
To prepare heads for Inoculation the bottom two or three spitelet 
groups VBTO removed and the upper portion of the head was clipped bo that 
about 42 florets remained on the head. Where it was necessary to inocu­
late aaall heads on late tillers the number of florets was somewhat less. 
fcaofar as possible lieads wre selected for inocxiLation when th© 
aajority of florets were from a few to several hours past pollination. 
It often W&8 necessary to exanine individual florets to be certain of 
th® proper stag© for inoculating. Tin® of anthesis ws not a aiiitable 
criterion of stage of development because of varietal differen^s md 
%h0 use of a continuous flow syringe was suggested by E. G. 
Murpi^, Division of Cereal Crops and Diseases# toes, Iowa. 
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Figure 1» Inoculation of F2 hyttpid plant in the inoculating block at 
Stillwater, Oklahom* 
Figure 2. Closeup of contimious flow hypodermic syringe in operation 
— 4-0 
the irregulsrity with wMch anthers war© extruided. 
Of necessity, inoctilations were made froa shortly after daybreak 
to smdown on msjay days. The most inoculations made in any one d«gr 
totaled approxiaately 125 heads. Inoeialatlons were made on. ths -rarioua 
aets according to their relatiw leading dates. Althowgh the first 
Inoculations were ®ad® on the earliest plants, heads were inoculated on 
about two thirds of the total plaat poptjlation aTOilabl© for ©aclj set. 
Ttes® plants wre selected at random with the choice of bsads being 
gowrned the stage of deirelopiaent. 
All inoculations of F2 hjftxrld and parent plants were th® 
writer. Care was taJcen to inject the needle into the tipper portion of 
the floret so that the yomg ealsryo wotjld not be injtired. the injection 
was smde through the side or back of the lemaa near the top and from 
one to se'sreral drops of the spore suspension were released in each 
floret. 
Heads mve tag^d to indicate the ra<» aM date of inoctilation. 
fery few heads were lost prior to har-rest although a few heada of one 
' cross were shattered ty high winds and only a few kernels remained. 
When plants were har^sted they were pulled and exBfflined carefully 
so tiiat closely adjacent plants wot£Ld not be considered as one plant. 
Inoc\ilated and non-inoculated heads were packeted sei«pately aM stored 
for a few weeks to dry. 
Prior to threshing, the rnmber of florets and nual^r of seeds pro­
duced on each inociilated toad were counted, fhis was done to stud^ the 
effects of inoculation with each race on per cent seed set. Each 
inoeulated bead was threshed indivldtially h®M and its plant identity 
maintained. 
For tl^ Harbine x Hard l^torid and parent plants th© seed from the 
two inoculated heads on on® plant was biilksd if the heads had been ii^  
oculated the asm daj. If the heads had been inoculated on different 
day® the seed was teept separate but planted in adjacent row# in this 
way "pairs* were raaintainsd for a special stiady. 
All heads having 20 or more {preferably 30 or laore) inoculated seeds 
wer© used la the genetic stady. Seed from each head waa raEdomly divided 
Into two lots, using a majdaim of 15 seeds per lot# Two replicates w®re 
planted using a randomiaed block design# Each replicate included one 
fiv@-foot row (up to 15 seeds) of each of th© inoculated l^brid and 
parent plants within that set. Although th® number of seeds per row 
ranpd from 10 to 15f the majority of rows contained 15 so that spacing 
within a row was about 4 inches. Seeds were planted with a spout drill 
and a 12-inch spacing tetwe^ rows was used. 
Moisture conditions were favorable for all plantings. Ba'tes of 
seeding for -wrious sets extended fr<Ma September 27 to October 10, 1951t 
representing near optimum seeding tiae for winter barley at Stillwater. 
With but om exception, the seeding of each replicate was completed 
within a short tis® and generally within a 4- to 6-hour period, fhe 
latest plantings were dela^d 5 days T:^ raii^ weather so that "Uiese 
seedlings aade only limited growth before temperatures dropped to about 
20® f. teergenc® counts were laad® on all row« while aeeCLings were 
email and, insofar as possible, prior to tillering. Wl»re adjoining 
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seedlings wer© close together, small pot labels wsr© lnsart©d in th© 
grouM to separate the planta for later coimting. (See Hgur© 3). 
A ntm1»r of seedlings throt^laout the test died in the 1- or 2'"leaf 
stage a few days after emergence • Altiiough histologocial exaaiaetions 
WBr& not Blade it appeared that death of these sellings may harm rssijlted 
from a heavy concentration of nttda jayceliina. All inoculated seed was 
treated with Ceresan M a or more prior to planting and seedlings 
which died showed no observable ^paptoms of ^ aapiag off". 
Two li^t OTiows occurred in early- and in add-Moveiater, but moy 
cover was unifom for all replicates and sets. Alternate fresiaing and 
thawing occurred dtiring the laonth of lovember and caused aoiae heaving 
of plants. Some of the saallest plants tiere daaaaged and a few piwbably 
wre killed at this tiae. 
Plant counts made dtacing April showed teat relatively little winter­
killing occun^d. As an iiidication of the mild winter, Andrew spring 
oats, which had been planted between th© barley rows in the fall to 
afford protection, showed appreciable stirvival. 
Cte 4pril 1, 1952# all and parent lines were sprayed with Metacid® 
at the recoB3s®nded rate to control greenbags. Cireenbugs had started to 
damge some seedlings but spraying, along with enviromiental conditions 
that followed, gave go«l control and few, if any, plants were killed Igr 
greenlMiga. 
Uttotigh there was considerable warm dry weather during the late 
winter montha soisture conditions were sore favorable in th© spring, 
fhe hybrid and parent plants aade vigorous growth and produced laany 
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Figure 3. Space-planted F3 and parent lines at StiJ.lwater# Oklahoma 
January 1952. Each large block represents one replicate. 
Continuous rows (left foreground) are spring oats seeded 
in the fall for protective growth. Pot labels separate 
closely spaced plants. 
AA 
tillers. Ab heads started to eaerge from the boot heading notes were 
r®cor<ted dally to indieat© dates that the first amutted and/or first 
clean head emer^d in each row# 
In crosses segregating for hoods and awns P3 lines v&ve classified 
to correct or rerifj the classification of the Fg plants. Notes also 
•were taken on head density in cei'tain crosses but it was found that laak-
ing an accurate classification for tiiis character in the field was not 
feasible and was discontiniisd. 
When heading was ccaplete for plants in a given set the nmber of 
siEnt-free and infected plants was determined for each row. In Sets A, 
C end D the nmber of infected and smut-fi^e heads was recorded for each 
partially sautted plant. In these three sets the resistant parent 
{K.C.H. 26) characteristically showed numerous pertially smutted plants 
and partially smutted plants lUsBwise appeared in the lines. 
In Sets E and G both parents proved to be susceptible to the races 
tested, ici Set F the resistant parent Harbine and seme of the Fj lines 
sliowed partially smtted plants ranging froa one saautted floret on a 
plant to one ^od seed on a plant. Since tto partially sautted plants 
were so niimrous the number of clean and smutted heads on eech was not 
detenalned. 
In addition to the inoculations outlined previously, tvo or three 
heads on each of the mrieties listed in Table 1 were inoculated with each 
of the sight races. Seeds from each inoculated head were thinly planted 




Eeactions of parent varieties, %-brida, and and parent lines| 
relationships among seed set, e!B®rgenc0|i and mut infectioni analyses of 
varianee of and parent data} and association of morphological charac­
ters and loose smut reaction vill b© discussed separately. 
Reaction of Parent Varieties 
Reaction of the seireii parent varietiea to each of the eight races 
2« when grown in 1950 and 1952 is presented in Tahle 4* Ward 
g&Y& a fairly consistent reaction in both years although with four 
races the reaction was interffiediate in on® test and susceptible in the 
other# Tenkow, which was classed as resistant to race 4 in 1950f showed 
an inteimediate reaction in 1952 but the percentage of infection m.a 
only 12»9* ^he results for Harbine in 1952 were very different from 
those obtained in 1950« Whereas it sho^red a resistant reaction to five 
races in 1950 it was susceptible to few of these racea in 1952• An 
explanation of tliia difference might be that the inocxilations for the 
1950 test might have teen mde on heads in which florets were a few days 
past pollination# It has been observed that heada of Harbine tend to 
remain in the boot longer than most •varieties studied. 26 
appeared to be less susceptible to races 2 snd 5 in 1952 tlian iiKilcated 
by the previous test. Dohadak gave the saae inaction to each of the 
races in both years but E400 showed considerably lower infections fro® 
six of the eight races in the 1952 test, giving a resistant reaction to 
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Table 4» Reactions of seven winter barley imrieties to artificial 
inoculation vith. indiiddual races of loose aaut (£• S3^)» 
at Stillwater, OM.ah.caBa, to 1950 and 1952. 
Variety 
Hard Tentow Harbine H.C.H. 26 Dohadak B400 iJobaku 
Race 1 (1)^ 3 I s S s I 
(2) I S S i  3 I S 
Rase 2 (1) 3 s R i  3 s b 
(2) I s S 0.0 S R s 
Race 3 (1) S s R 0.0 3 s b 
(2) s 
-
3 a - R I 
Race 4 (1) I E R R 0.0 3 s 
(2) s I R R 0.0 R 3 
Race 5 (1) s s 0.0 I s S 3 
(2) 3 s 3 0.0 3 R I 
Race 6 (1) S s R R 0.0 I 3 
(2) S s S R 0.0 I I 
Race 7 9-} s s I R 3 3 3 (2) I s s R 3 I 3 
Race 8 (1) Only 10 plants inocttlated no infection obtained 
(2) S I I 0.0 0.0 S 
^(1) Iiidioates 1950 test (resuLts sho\im in Table 2 but included here 
for comparison)# 
(2) Indicates 1952 field test. 
^0.0 • No saut infection. 
E - Resistant - 0.0 to 10.0^ smutted plants (or heads). 
I - Sntermediate - 10.1 to 30.0^ smutted plents (or beads). 
S » Susoeptibl© - 30.1 to 100^ smatted plants (or heads). 
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fotar races. In most eases all se-rea varieties mm inoculated td.tto a 
giiren race on the saa® day so that differsnces in inocultm should not 
have been rsBponsible for th© lack of infection# Itehaku gave fairly 
consistent reactions altiiough infection was soMswhat lower for three of 
th© races in tbs 1952 test. It is felt that the stdden drop in tempera-
tiare to below freezing when plants were in the seedling sta^ Jaay have 
t©Ed®d to retard growth of the nuda ^ calitaa or cause its death. 
Other environmental conditions a3,so mj hav® been partially ^ sponsible 
for tl3@ relative lover infection obtained in 1952. 
As indicated preirf-ottsly, fonzak. (10) tised these Bsma races in his 
studies with spring barleyg aiad fapk®^ has aade niaaerons sttadies witix 
thea. Tajto ims maed a set of spring barley varieties as differentials, 
fesed on his resulta and those of lonaak with spring varieties and on 
th© results of the writer with winter vmrieties^, Tapls©^ has simsarized 
the status of these races as followsi 
lace 1 - Considered a satisfactory race all three worfeers. 
Race 2 - Considered distinct Jfenzak but the same as 1 by 
faplce and the writer. 
Race 3 - Considered that 3 and 7 are the seam by Taploe and the 
writer but no information on this from Konzak. 
Race 4 •" Races 4 and 8 considered the sme by all throe workers. 
Race 5 - Saa© as race 1 according to Ibnssak and Tapke bat 
considered distinct by the writer. 
Race 6 • Considered distinct bF Konzak and the writer but the 
s®»e as race 4 according to Tapke. 
Race 7 - See race 3 abow. 
Race 8 - Se© race 4 above. 
^Inforfflation obtained from Dr. f. F. fapke tiirou^ primte eoHmiml-
cations. 
%he maxtEum infection in amy test for a given winter barley variety 
was considered the best indication of the resistance of that variety. 
•» 4B •• 
RelatioasMps among Seed Set, Itergenc®, and Ssiut Infection 
In general, good ©laer^nce occurred witMn se-een dajs after seediiig 
of the 1952 tests* Shortly after the first plantings had eiEerged, how­
ever, hard dri^Blng raias caused mw of the rows to become "silted in" 
so that ti:^ leaws of aany of the young seedlings wre covered ap« 
While eiaergence counts mm being made tha surface crust was fepolsea 
aroiaid all seedlings which shoved a leaf tip aboTO tiie sxsrfae©# In laany 
cases the first two or three leaws ware badly crinkled befor® on® of 
the later leaves finally penetrated the coaipaoted l^er* A few of the 
weakest seedlings nay h&m been killed greenbugs which attacked the® 
in the one- and two«l©af stage. Very soon after 13i© fall gresnbug 
infestation began sudd®n oecuri^d and mrj few greenbwgs were 
in evidence until the following spring* fh© relative seedling sise on 
January 10, 1952 is illustrated in FigiM^ 3* 
Average seed set, emergence, and infection percentages for eadi of 
the seven seta are given in Table 5 together with tlie siiHple correlation 
coefficients calculated for seed set and mergence, seed set and infec­
tion, and emergence and infection* The average per cent seed set, as 
shown in Table 3, was 85*6 and the weighted avera^ eaergence percentage 
was 75*3• The loii^st a'wera®© emergence for a single variety was 52.2 
per cent, recorded for Oolmdak (6-lS) in Set 0* fhis variety, which has 
naked seeds, i^quently has ahowB poor emergsnc© fipos non-iaoeulated 
seed®* I.C.H* ^  (5-15) and th© hybrid rows in Set G also showed a 
arelatively low eaergence* In Set Q boldi parent and lines averaged 
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Tafel© 5. Coefficients of oorrel&tion and avem^ seed set, amargenc©, 
and infection percentages for each of sewn torley cross-race 
combinations a^r inoculation with individual races of 
Parent lo. Pet. Pot. Pet. Coirelation coefficient 
or of seed «aer- infec- ^ ®d set- Seed s@t- Mergence-
cross lines set gence ticai ©aerpsnce infeotion infection 
Mi.4 T 
5-4 P 7 90.3 73.6 2.(^  .061 -.531 .599 
7 3.3^  -.589 .500 
5-4 X 1-19 115 89.5 80.1 20.^  *059 -.121 -.101 
115 21.1° -.114 -•099 
1-19 P 14 91.6 80.9 26.1^  .323 -.489 -.299 
Set B race 4 
6-18 P 10 83.7 70.5 0.0 .458^  .000 .000 
6«ia X 1-19 189 90.4 76.3 15.1^  .147* -.(a4 -.184* 
1-19 P 29 89.5 73.8 67.1^  .235 -.149 —.063 
5-15 P 30 87.0 63.4 4»S^ .016 .065 -.118 
30 6.8^  .016 -.214 
5-15 3c 6-18 189 90.0 69.0 14*7a .128 -.095 *.239''® 
18f 15.1^  — -.092 -.242®* 
6-li P 21 85.4 52.2 30.1^  .308 .141 -.048 
16® 86.0 53.4 39.6^  -.035 .118 -.473 
&it 1 - rao© 7 
5-29 P 22 .^2 60.6 3.^  .339 -.284 .(Xll 
22 5.9^  -.374 -.064 
5-29 X 8-15 171 89.5 66.3 26. .102 .039 .067 
171 ... 26.8^  .017 .016 
8-15 P 25 87.9 61.8 36.2^  .145 .155 —.164 
Martially smutted plants considered half clean and half smutted. 
rartiallj arotted plants considered "fflautted". 
0 Fi^e susceptible parent lines wMeia escaped infection were excluded. 
Exceeds .05 lev©! of prolaability. 
.ca. le-vel of prolmbllity. 
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Table 5* (Continmd) 
Parent No. Pet. Pet. Pet. Correlation coeffielent 
or of seed emv- infec- Seed set- Seed set- &erg!©nee-
cross lines set ^noe tion ^ergaaoe Infeotlop infection 
3-38 P 18 64.4 79.7 47.Sl» .234 .236 .024 
3-38 X 1-19 39 73.0 76.8 72.3^ .205 -.036 -.131 
1-19 P 5 70.2 74.0 76.6b .192 .444 -.420 
Set g - raee 4 
3-38 P 27 S4.2 85.0 9.7® .3® -.176 -.4O6* 
27 — — 17.3b — -.150 -.346^^ 
3-38 X 1-19 202 88.4 82.6 37.6® .050 -.122 -.219 
202 — — 45.2^ — -.145* -.246*'^ 
1-19 P 30^ 86.5 76.0 59.15 .467** -.518** -.669*® 
a® 84.3 72.4 71.4° .360 -.347 -.548** 
SetvS - race 6 
3-38 P 29 78.4 78.2 63.0^ -.190 .530** -.381* 
3-38 X 1-19 138 84.3 81.3 70.lJ .149 .117 -.293*^ 
1-19 P 19 78.5 82.6 70.5° .207 -.192 -.412 
®'Partially maitted plants considered half clean aM half smutted. 
Martially smutted plants considered "smutted". 
%.l se^ n lines vhich iiad teen inoculated on l-fey 12 showed tmiforffily low 
infections and were e»luded. 
^^xaseds .05 le-rel of probability. 
*'^ ceeds •01 level of probability. 
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belov 70 per cent ejaerg©ao@« Tte highest airerag© gmei'geaee, 85 per £»nt, 
was recorded for Harbin© (3-33) in Set F. 
Correlations between seed set and ©laergBOc© were not signifioant 
for aJG^ tmrietal combinations with tte ©xception of Ward (1-19) in Set F 
when all 30 strains w©r« incltided# When th© sewn strains ver® ex­
cluded (ae® fable 5, footnote d) tb® correlation coefficient for this 
TOTiety did not exceed tte .05 lewl. Coirelation coefficients for 
tte hybrids in sets B and S both exceeded the .05 level* All b«t two 
of the correlations betwen set and emergence were positive but 
most "wslues were relatively low« 
Seed set and infection percental were si^ificantly correlated 
in only three instances# In Set F the Mard (1-19) parent had a value 
of -.518 which was significant at the .Ol level. However, when data 
from the seven poorly infection lines (from the May 12 inoeulatioa) were 
excluded tli© resulting cow^latic® was not significant. Tbs hybrids in 
Set P, when partially ssjutted plants were oonsiitered smutted, g&m a 
coefficient of -.145 which m® si^ificant at the .05 level. When 
partially smutted plants mr® considered half Mutted and half clean the 
correlation coefficient did not reach tl^ .05 level of significance* 
Correlations with Harbine (3-38) in Set Q gave a positive coefficient of 
.530 which was aignificant at the «01 level. Average seed set of Harbin® 
when inoctilated with race 6 (Set G) was 78.4 per cent and the average 
mmt Infection was 63*0 per cent. 
Host correlations between eaer^nc® and infection percental were 
negative. 4 poaiti-ro correlation was obtained for the variety I.C.H. 26 
(Set l) but the data for this variety wer® obtained frc® OEIJ mmn lines 
and th© correlation did not reach tl^ .05 lewl of significance* All 
other pogiti-?© correlations approached zero. SemvaX of the ne^tiw 
correlation coefficients w©r© si^dficant at th® #01 and/or #05 lewis, 
indicating tiiat in tli®S0 cases a lov eaergeac© pereentag® was associated 
with b,eaT?7 infection# 
Bate of heading was recorded for the first simtted and first clean 
plant in each of tlje parent and ro\-fs« It has been reported by 
Dickson (6) and fi-eeaan and Johnson (7) tlmt smitted plants mtsally head 
earlier than non-infected plants. This relationship ^ ?as not obserrod 
in this study. A siaajaary of the data from 217 rowa, ijhich contained 
approxiaately equal nmbers of smutted end clean plants, showed that the 
aTOr&g© date for apfsearance of the first clean sx^ iile© in each row wss 
only 0.1 day earlier than the average for the first siautted spite. With 
89 rows of Iferbine (3-38) the average difference was 0.5 day with the 
clean spikes heading earlier, for 78 rows of Ward (1-19) there was a 
difference of only Q.l day. The average difference for 50 rows of 
Harbine (3-33) x Ward (1-19) was 0.5 day with the amtted spikes api^ar-
ing earlier. These data indicate that, at least under the ooadifeions 
of this test, there was no apprecialAe difference in time of e»rg©nce 
between OTutted end clean heads. 11though th© smutted and clean plant© 
headed at about the same tioe, it was observed that the elongation of 
the ssutted culas was very rapid. In this way laaj^ of the sautted toads 
mr@ elevated above th® surrounding healthy hesds on plants of similar 
laaturlty. A view of a fully smutted row of one line is presented in 
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Figure 4.* SiEdlarly, a eoapletelj smutted row of lard and a smut-free 
row of an Pj line of tiae cross Ooh^ak x Ward (Set B) is shown iaa Fi^are 
5« Altiiowgii tb© smutted and clean, plants were of about the sajae iieigiit, 
the plants ia tiie smut-fre® row headed four days earlier than the aiutted 
plants. 
Analyses of fariance of fj and Parent Data 
Bata on ©mrgenoe and per cent Infection were analyzed for each 
of the parents aM Fj Itos for all sets or cross-raoe oomblM-
tioas. F ^ laas obtained froa tlas analysis of variance are pipesented 
in Table Data from tb© S6 (5-4) x Ward (1-19) cross (Set A) 
^re transfoB^d frcaa per cent to degrees by means of the transforaation 
p « SH^ ® prior to analysis* Ifercentage data from tids cross also 
were analyzed. 
With the exception of liarbine (3-38) in Set 1 none of th© F Taltses 
testing emr^nce of the parents exceeded the .05 level of sipaficsnee® 
indicating no appreciable difference in eiEergenoe among lines of a given 
parent. W values for foiir of the ae^ren i^teid combinations exceeded 
the .01 level of significance. 2jn Set A the f valiaes for both ih.® per­
centage and transformed data exceeded the *05 level# 
jtealyses of the infection data showed no significant differences 
among lines of the s^sistant I.C.H. ^  parent in of tte three sets 
A, C and D. The resistant parent in Set B, Dohadak (6-18), showed no 
®atitted heads. Values of F for tte susceptible parent, Marf (1-19)» ex­
ceeded the .Ca level of significance in sets A, B, and F aM exceeded 
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f 
Figure 4» Completely smutted Fo row from the cross N.C.H. 26 (5-29) x 
Dobaku (8-15) after inoculation with race 7, 
Figure 5« Left, smut-free f j  row from the cross Dohadak (6-18) x Ward 
(1-19) and right, completely smutted row of susceptible 
parent Ward after Inoculation with race 4.* 
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Table 6. F valms from ths analysis of r&rlmm for @m@rg&noe and 
infectim percentages of pareats aad F3 pro^nies in each 






















































A * mm 4 
5-4 p 
5H X 1-19 
(trunsforraed data)® 
1-19 P 
Set B - race 4 
6-18 P 




5-15 X 6-18 
6-ia p 
Set D - race 7 
5-29 P 





















®&egr®es of freedom for 3.ines and for -error are 0{|ual. 
(^1) - Partially SKutted plants ooaaid®r©d iialf snutted aM half clean. 
(2) - Partially ssaitted plants considered "saaittsd*. 
®Pere©nta^ data tranafonasd to degrees mms of tte ta'ans-fonaaticaa 
p « SIH2 0, 
susceptible parent lines which escaped infection were ©xol«d®i. 
®£x«®eds .05 level of probability. 
*^xe©9ds .01 le-rol of probability. 
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Table 6» (Oontimed). 
F -galti® 
or cross freedoa^ gmeriSRee Infection 
3-3S P 



























Set G - race 6 
3-3S f 











%©gr©8S of freedom for lines and for error are ©qiaal* 
(^1) »» Partially smmtted plants considered half smutted and Imlf clean* 
(2) « Partlal3y smutted plants considered "sfflatted'*. 
®iil setren lines wMcb had been inocixLated on I4ay 12 showed tmiforaly 
low infections and were excluded. 
*Sx©0eds .05 lewl of probability. 
*%x©e@3fl .01 level of probaMlity. 
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the .05 le-vel in Set Q. Raee 6 was used to inoculate both sets A and G» 
Tte P value for Dolmdak (6-18), the sxisoeptible parent in Set C, ©xoeeded 
th© •01 lewl of signifieanee, but when five lines wMch eseaped iafec-
tion were exolxaded the F valtie did not reacii the .05 level. Dobaku 
(3»15)j the susceptible parent in Set D, exhibited no significant dif­
ference among lines but tlie level of infection was soa^wbat low. Highly 
si^ificant differences asong lines were obtained for the hybrids of 
©aeh of the seven cross-rae® combinations. Mach of -Uie variation among 
lines of both pai*ents and i^bride was; found to b© associated -with dates 
of inoculation. In Set S the Harbine (3-38) lines mre from heads in­
oculated on two different dates. The a.verag® infection for 12 lines 
ftom the May 15 inoculation waa 79 p&r cent compired to an average infec­
tion of only 52 per cent for 17 lines frois iaocxi3.atiGn on May 20. How-
0wr» ¥hen analyzed separately, th® data fr«a tte latter 17 lines siiowed 
a significant difference aaong lines and siiailar results were obtained 
ft-om 19 lines of Mard (1-19) from May 20 inoculations. 
Eeaction of l^brids 
A nuaber of crosaed florets of different combinations were inocu­
lated ¥ith individual races of ]J. approximately 24 hours after 
pollination. Reaction of the hS'brids is swmariised in Table 7. In 
the Harbine (3-38) x Ward (1-19) cross both parents -mm susceptible 
and 20 per cent of the hybrids lijere infected. In the cross I.C.H. 26 
(5-4) X Ward (1-19) none of the plants vere smutted. Only m® 
of fifty-fotir plants was aautted in the crosses betwen I.C.H. 2^ 
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TaM© 7. Reaction of hybrids groim froa seed of florets 
inoculated with indi'vidual races of g. ntMa 24- tours 
after polliaaiioa# 
Saefife of plaats pej. 
^aitted glean lafeetioa 
3-3S X 1-19 6 4 16 20® 
5«4f^  X 1-19 4 0 13 0 
5-4^  X 1-19 6 0 9 0 
1-19 X 5-4« £ i2 -£ 
fotal 0 32 0 
3*3S X 5-4^  7 0 10 0 
3-38 X 5-29^  7 0 4 0 
3-3S X 5-15^  3 1 15 6 
5-15«i X 3-38 3 0 17 0 
5-15^  X 3-38 7 0 a 0 
fotal 1 54 2 
^Feaal© parent listed first. 
%aoes 3 and 7 appear to be ths same# 
®Both pai'ents suscseptibl©. 
%®sistant parent# 
"• 60 — 
(5-4» 5-15 and 5-29) and Harbine (3-33). fhis a-rorage infection of 2 
par cent is w&ll within the normal ran^ for 26. As prsTiously 
mentioned, races 3 and 7 have giwa verj similar reactions and probably 
should be considered one race. Sine® the nxiaber of plants tested to 
races 4 and 6 is mall no definite conclusions shoijld be drawn regarding 
dofflinance of resistance to those races. When data from races 3 and 7 
are combined a total of 39 fi plants were tested from crosses in which 
I.C.H. 26 was used as the pollen parent and only one SBiutted plant 
occuired. These resiilts substantiate the work of Livingston (12), 
Mohajir (16), Schaller (32), and Storopad and Johnson (37) ii&o reported 
that the reaction of an F3^ plant was dependent upon the nature of the 
mbryo rather than aatemal tissue. When M.C.H. 26 was used as the 
feaal® parent in crosses with Harbine none of th® resulting 25 plants 
showed infection. Combined ckta from the M.G.H. 26 hybrids indicate 
that the resistance of K.G.H. 26 to races 3 and 7 is d<mlnant o-wr sus­
ceptibility. 
Reaction of and Parent Lines 
Infection j^rcentages were computed for each of the and parent 
lines and distribution of the lines bfy 5 per cent classes is shown in 
Table 8. AH lines having aore than 80 per cent infection were placed 
in one class. Infection percentages were based on th© total nuoter of 
smutted and clean plants in the two rows of each line. For the I.C.H. 26 
parent and the iybrid lines in sets A, C, and B, partially smutted plants 
were considered half clean and half samtted since the total noabers of 
TaW.® 8» Distrltoation of parent and lines looa® mut Infsction percent®.^ classes for 
orosaes and rae@s indicated. 
Parent Loose smut infeoticaa percentags classes fetal Awrage 
or^oss 0 1-6- 11- 16- ZL- 26- 31- 36- a- 46- 51- §6- 61- 66- 71- 76- 81- n©. of per ceot 
5 10 Ig 20 2g 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 100 lilies Anfectioa 
5-4 i« 
5-4 
4 2 1 — — •— — — •MM. MMM rnmm — 7 2.0 
4 1 2 — — — — mm. ^ — —«• 7 3.3 
22 11 n u 7 8 10 7 5 5 9 2 2 — 1 1  ^ 115 20,2 
22 8 13 u 5 8 13 7 4 6 9 1 1 1  2 1  ^ 115 21.1 
1 — 2 1 1 2 1 1 3 — 1 1 — — — — — ^  U 26.1 
5-4 X 1-19^ 
1-19 
aet B - race 4 
6-18 10 — — — — — ~ — — — — — — — — — — — 10 0.0 
6-18 X 1-19® 97 20 15 6 4 — 3 4 6 4 5 2 9 3 3 1 43 139 15.1 
1-19 — — — — 11 — — 22 — 23 1 2 3 3 9 29 67.1 
9 ' 7 
5-15 If 7 
5-15 7 
5-15 X 6-18® 66 
5-15 X 6-18^ 66 
6-18 5 
12 7 4 — — — — — — 30 4.9 
3 13 5 2 •»- ... — ^ ^ 30 6.8 
12 24 18 18 11 7 8 8 5 4 — 1 3 1 3 ^ 189 14.7 
11 20 19 19 13 7 9 7 6 4 — 1 2 2 3 — —. 189 15.1 
— — — 2 3 1 2 2 — 2 — 1 2 — 1 —. — 21 30.1 
®Partiallj sautted plants considea^ half sauttsd and half clesai 
Martially smutted plants considered *sautt©d*. 
Table 8. {ContinT3sd)» 
Par«Bt 
or cross 
Loose OTttt infeetlon per^anta^ classea 
l- 6-
5 10 
I . Totial Average 
11- 16- 21- 26- 31- 36- 41- 46- 51- 56- 61- 66- 71- 76- 81- no# of per cent 
15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 SO 100 lines infection 
Set D - race 7 
5-29 It i 
5-29 P® 8 
5-29 x^8-15B 
d-15 — 
^t 1 g 
3-38 pb ^ — 






3-38 X 1-19^ 0 
1-19 pb — 
8 5 1 «— ... 22 3.2 
4 4 5 1 — 22 5.9 
15 19 17 u 16 9 6 16 5 7 6 2 3 3 3 8 171 26.0 
12 18 20 10 17 n 7 12 9 7 6 3 3 3 3 8 171 26.9 
«»«• 1 1 1 2 2 7 1 4 2 1 2 1 — 25 36,2 
«ww 2 -,1- mmm 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 mMm 1 18 47 .8 
— 1 2 ... 2 1 1 2 3 7 5 15 39 72.3 
3 5 76.6 
6 10 6 3 1 27 9.7 
2 4 7 4 3 4 1 «« 1 •«. 27 17.3 
14 20 19 9 20 13 10 12 13 17 9 5 7 6 6 4 18 202 37.6 






— 2 1 3 2 3 1 9 23® 71.4 
®'Partial2y awitted plaats eoasifered ialf atautted and half clean. 
Martially aoutted plants considered »sBB.tted*« 
®Se'?en lli^ s from 12 inoo^ etions gane tmifonaly low infections ai^  were ©xcluied* 
Table (Continoed)# 
I^oae mut Infectlcm pereentage clmma 4wrage 
or cross ® ^ U— 16«» Sil— 26-» 31** 36— 43.*" 46— 51— 56— 6L— 66— 71— 76— no« of p®r ceii'fc 
§ 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 SO 100 lines Infection 
Set a - race 6 
3-38 pb 
3-3S X a 
pb 24 66.3 
121321321427 29 63*0 
x^ l-19® 1 1 — — 1— 2 4 3 7 SlOU 5 91111 64 14S 70.8 
Martially smutted plants consi<ter®d »sfflutt®d*» 
"" 64 "• 
elean and imutted teads on tha "partials" mr& alaost eqxml# In Set F 
nttterous partially «s«tt©d plants were present ia both Harbine parent 
and th© l^l:3a'id rows# ifeoaus© they were so nmerous, no co-unt ma made of 
the clean aM smuttad h©a<is on each. As indicated aboTO, all partially 
smutted plants in the Harbine and ?| lines wer© considered half elean 
and half sautted# Partially sroutted plants W0,re rare in the susceptible 
parent rows. Distributions of the resistant parent and F3 lines when 
partials were considered "gnmitted® also are presented in fable B for 
eomparison. In diatribution curws to be presented later the data for 
th© resistent parents and l:^ brids in sets. A, 0, B and F were olataiaed !:5f 
eoasi^ring "partials* as imlf clean and half abutted since IMs type of 
reaetioa "was characteristic for many of the resistant parent plants and 
also Idas transmitted to maj of the segregating fo-ogenies. As can be 
sesQ &om th© date in TaW,® S the two aethods of ecaaputing gave awrage 
infections which differed only 1 to 3 per cent for 26 and the 
tiybrid lines in sets G and D» The Harbine paarent and the hybrid lines 
in Set F gam infection percentages which were approaimtely 7.5 per cent 
lower when tia© *|»pti®ls" were ooBsidered only half smutted, fhe total 
nwabsr of lines and tte a"eerage |jer cent infection also are lncli»ied in 
Table 8. 
Sine® 0a.ch of tte sets or cross-race coabinations aay be considered 
a separate e2E|)erlffl©nt the results will be discussed separately. Infec­
tion data from each set is presented graphically by 10 per cent clasws 
wltli a separate class for ssero infection. &>'ei in the caption and in 
th@. body of each graph th® resistwat parent is listed first except ia 
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Set G where both parenta proved to be susceptible. 
I.G.H, 26 (5»4) X Ward (1~19) ^ r&oe 6 
Tlie distritwtioB of tto lines for this cross-rao© coabinatioa is 
presented graphically in figure 6. Th© seimn lines of the 26 
(5-4-) parent were qtiit® resistant, as expected, but the Ward (1-19) 
parent linea showd much lower infectioa than expected, averaging only 
26 per cent# Other lines of this B&m parent in Set G had an average 
infection of 66 per cent from inoculation with the same race* Because 
of the low infection of the susceptible parent lines and tlie lack of 
any definite lareak in th© curve for the lines, no genetic interpre­
tation i0 gimn* However, nine Fj plants of tiiis cross slewed no infec­
tion fi'oia race 6 indicating that th© resistance to this race possessed 
toy I.G.H* 26 prebably is doaiaaant to stisceptibility# 
Oohadak (6-3.83 x Ward (1-19) •* 4 
A graphical presentation of the infection data from this cross-race 
eoffibiaation appears in Figure 7« The ten lines of Dohadak showed n© 
infection frc® race 4* ®is highly resistant or l««ne reaction to 
race 4 also has been sho^m in other tests. (See faWLe 4)» Lines of 
Ward, tbs susceptible parent, had an average infection of 67.1 per cent. 
If the ^  Fj lines which showed no fflsut are considered as one elass^ the 
resulting sep'ogatioa of 97i92 fits a 9 i^sistanti? susceptilAe hypothe­
sis with a ppolmbility of #10 to .20# If one divides the distribution 
at 25 per cent infection (where there is a low point in the curve) and 
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PERCENT LOOSE SMUT INFECTION 
Figure 6. Distribution of parent and Fq lines of N.C.H. 26 
(5-4) X Ward (l-i9) by infection classes after 
inoculs-tion with, race 6. 
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NO. OF MEAN 
LINES PCT. 
- 10 0.0 
- 2 9  6 7 . 1  
- 1 8 9  1 5 . 1  
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PERCENT LOOSE SMUT INFECTION 
Figure 7. Distribution of parent and Fj lines of Dohadak 
(6-18) X Ward (1-19) by infection classes after 
inoculation with race 
68 — 
susceptible class, th@ resulting ratio is 142 resistant and segregating 
to 47 susceptible, ftes® nmbers are an aluaast perfect fit to a 3il 
ratio. However, if one attempts to ^parate the resistant from the 
segregatiEg class the ratio is 97 resistant (aero infection) to 45 
segregatiBg lines, and a lt2sl l^ypothesis is not teaable. Because of 
ttie wide range of reacti«i of the susceptible parent llnea and the lack 
of distinct classes among th® lines, with the possible exception of 
the zero Infection class, no definite factorial determination can b® 
aad®. It does appear, howe'^r, that the resistance of Dohadak to race 4 
is due to relatiwly few gene pairs and the 9*7 ratio indicating two 
gene pairs for resistance my possibly be the correct interpretation. 
26 (5*15) X Potaadak (6»18) » race 7 
Distributions of parent and lines for Set C are shoyn in Figure 8. 
As in Set k the H.C*H. 26 parent was qtdte resistant and in this case 
averaged 4*9 per cent infection. Infection of the susceptible paroat 
was soaewhat low (30.1 per cent) but when five escapes were ®»ladM the 
average infection was 39.6 per cent. It may be recalled fr<m fable 6 
that the F value for the Bohadak (6~10) parent exceeded the .01 level of 
probability, indicating tiiat there was a highly significant differene© 
among lines. When the five escapes were ex«slud©d, however, the F valns 
for lines dM not exceed the .05 level. The F value for tli® l^brid lines 
e3coe®i®d the .01 level of probability. If one assunes that the range of 
the resistant parent provides acceptable limits for establishing a re* 
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PERCENT LOOSE SMUT INFECTION 
Figure 8. Distribution of parent and F3 lines of N.C.H. 26 
(5-15) X Dohadak (6-18) by infection classes 
after inoculation with, race 7» 
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wotjld fit in this class, spproxiaating a ratio of 3 r^ sistaat to 1 stis-
eeptibl®. Hcjufever, tiiis would asan that th© segregatisg lines wiild fall 
within til© ran^  of the resistant parent and such an explanation do©s 
not see® justified* Since 24 P©r cent of tb© susceptible parent lines 
escaped infection, it might aem that a similar percentage of th® sus­
ceptible lines also ©soaped infection. Sinoe no justifiable means of 
correcting for these escapes is evident and since the range of tl^  aus-
ceptibl© pai^nt is quit® wide (even wl'^n th© escapes are exelMed) no 
pattern of inheritance is siiggeated* It appears, howver, that the re­
sistance of 26 may be due to relatively few gene pairs. 
26 (5-29) x Dob&to (8-15) - race 7 
Distribution curves of the parent aM F3 lines of Set B are pre­
sented in Figure 9* Distribution of the 26 lines was veiy 
similar to that for this variety in the previoua set. Both sets were 
inoculated with race ?• As with previous experiaaents, the susceptible 
pai^ nt lines ^ owd a fairly wide rang® of infection. The higi^ st in­
fection for any of the Dol»Jaa (8-15) lines was less than 65 per cent 
whereas 14 of the F3 lijs^ s (8 per cent of the total) showed higher in­
fection aoi one F3 line ms completely smutted* A^ An, by using the 
range of the resistant parent to delisdt th© resistant class, an ob­
served ratio of 87 resistant to 84 susceptible ms obtained. Comparing 
this with a 9t7 ratio a chi square value of 1«92 was obtained, gi'ving 
a probability of .10 to •20» Hl^ ough this indica"fes an acceptable fit 























NO. OF MEAN 
LINES PCT. 
5-29P 22 3.2 
8-15P 25 36.2 
F3LI(NJES 171 26.0 
15 25 35 45 55 65 75 85 95 
PERCENT LOOSE SMUT INFECTION 
Figtire 9* Distribution of parent and F3 lines of N.C.H. 26 
(5-29) X Dobaku (8-15) by infection classes after 
inoculation with race 7. 
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one sine® the distribution cwm for the P3 line© indicates a more or 
less ooatintious variation# 
Harbine (3-38) x W&rd (I'-ig) * race 3 
As indicated pre'viously, while the ¥2 were being iaoctilated 
it boeaiae apparent that Harbine was susceptible to race 3 and no further 
inoculationa were aiade. Distributions of the relatii?ely few lines of 
this cross-race combination by 5 per cent iafection classes ar® shown in 
fabl® 8» All five of the Ward (1-19) lines mre ovmv 50 per e®iit «titt#<l 
and only six of the 39 hybrid lims averaged less tiian 50 per <»nt infec­
tion* fl» 18 ikrbiii® lines showi sos^ what less infection than th@ Ward 
or l^ i^wid liaes which indicated Harbine aight poasess a weak factor for 
r©sistance* In th© pareat reaction sttaay, howror, Harbin© showd 67 per 
cent infectioia bif race 7 which appears to b® -very sJsilar, if not idsn-
tioal, to race 3» 
(Mi) 
Oistributioas of the pareaat and hybrid lines in Set F are shown 
graphically In Figure 10. Since th® mirws for the Harblc® mA Ward 
l«gtrent lines croaa at 25 per <»nt infection, tliis point aight serve to 
divide the F3 lines into resistant and susceptible classes• On this 
basis 82 lines would be classed as resistant and 120 as susceptible. A 
chi square of 0.77 was obtained with a probability vslm of .30 to .50# 
indicating a good fit to a ratio of 9 susceptible to 7 resistant. Sine® 
th© distribution curve for the Pj lines does not show a definite breaJc 
the classification and possible genetic interpretation indicated above 
may not b® justified. 
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23  71 ,4  
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PERCENT LOOSE SMUT INFECTION 
Figtire 10. Distribution of parent and F3 lines of Harbine 
(3-38) X Ward (1-19) by infection classes after 
inoculation with race 4* 
Harblne (3-38) x Ward - race 6 
Althoiigti both parents ifi Set G were fomd to be susceptibl® to race 
6, the distributions of tto parent and F3 lines are presented in Figure 
11 to ijidicate th© results obtained with hi^ y siisceptible lines. 
ATCrage infections for the three groups of lines were nearly equal. 
Three of the Pj lines showed less infectioa than either parent but these 
coaoeimbly eoijld ha-ro resulted since the nmber of Fj lljaes ym se-roral 
tl»a larger than the number for either parent# 
Aasociatioa of Morphological Characters and Saiit Eeactioa 
Th© possibility of association betwen reaction to individual races 
S* Mda and certain niorphological characters was studied in cross-
race combinationa A# B, G, and 0. In sets A, C, and 0 th© hybrid lines 
vere separated into three infection classes and -mm further diidded into 
three classes for type of leKuia appendage# In sets B, C# and 0 th® 
association betwsen level of Infection and long- or short-haired rachillas 
was stidied# Ito addition, the association of Infection with naked or 
covered seed was considered in sets B and C# For cross-race combination 
B in which tl^  resistant parent Dohadek (6-4S) showd no infection, foia? 
infection classes wre establistod as follows1 zero infection, 1 to 10 
per cent (resistant)# 11 to 30 per cent (interssdiate), and 31 to ICX) 
per cent (susceptible). For sets a, q, sM 0, tte first tm> infectio® 
classes were combined. The mmbers of lines in each class and the cM 
square and probability valt^ s frm the test for independence are given 
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PERCENT LOOSE SMUT INFECTION 
Figure 11. Distribution of parent and F^ lines of Harbine 
(3-38) X V/ard (1-19) by infection classes after 
inoculation with race 6. 
NO. OF MEAN 
LINES PCT. 
3 -38P  29  63 .0  
1 -1  9  P  24  66 .3  
L INES 148 70 ,8  
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Tal)l0 9* Qistritmtion of Fj lines classes according to aaiit 
infection axid aorphological characteristics for the 
cross-raee eombiaations indicated. 
affection classes Value of 
Set Cross Sace Mor^ * 11- 31- Total D.P« Ghi 
ehar»® 0 10 30 ICX) no# square P 
B 6-18 X 1-19 4 I 70 30 8 31 139 
n 27 5 5 13  ^
S 72 28 9 34 143 
s 25 7 4 10 46 
0- n- 31-
IQ 30 lOQ fetal 
k 5-4 X 1-19 6 M 14 6 5 25 
Kk 22 20 19 61 
kfc 8 13 S 29 
e 5-15 X 6-18 7 I 84 40 21 145 
a 18 14 12 44 
S 73 37 26 136 
0 29 17 7 53 
ffi 23 12 11 46 
Kk 58 27 10 95 
kk 21 15 12 48 
0 5-29 X 8-15 7 IK 19 19 20 58 
Ik 26 24 21 71 
kk n 13 18 42 
S 44 45 47 136 
s 12 n 12 35 
3 3.95 .20-.30 
3 0.82 .80-.90 
4 5.56 .20-.30 
2 5.19 .05-.10 
2 1.09 .50-.70 
4 7.44 .10-.20 
4 2.29 .50-.70 
2 0.06 .95-.^  
®M0rphological cliaracters studied %rerei cowred (I) -TO. naked (») seed, 
long- {S} vs. short-haired (s) raehilla, and hooded (I) vs. awned (k) 
spite. Data on the aegre^ ting class wr© not obtained for seed eo-ror-
iag and rachilla faair length. 
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ioiependent of the reaction to loos© smut althoti^  the ppobability VEIU® 




Sewaral of th© parent TOrieties studied, gam somewhat inconsistent re­
actions to indi-rf.diial races of |J. aiaia in the two ysars that they were 
tested# Siiailar results were reported tigr Cloninger (4)> also wortod 
with winter barleys* 
fhe average seed set for all combinations evalimted was 35*6 per cent. 
This is relatiTOly high when coiapej^ d with other sttsdies reported hut a 
eomparatiirely low concentration of spores was used in these experiments. 
In gemral, the inirestigators who have obtained seriottsly reduced seed 
sets have used relatiirely high concentrations of apores# 
The average emer^ nce for parent and P3 lines was 75*3 per cent. 
This compaa^ es favorably with the results of other worlsBra although for 
Set C the eu^ rgenoe percentages were quite low. This cross-race coaMua-
tion had been planted prior to a heavy rain and laany of the saall seed­
lings were covered by washing. Also, a compacted layer was formsd which 
may have prevented the emergence of the wealcest seedlings. It pre­
viously has been observed ty a nmber of workers ttiat infected seedlings 
often ai^  considerably weater than healthy ones, fhe correlation between 
eTOrgene© and infection percentage for th© l^ brid IJLnes in Set G was -.239 
which exceeded the .01 level of si^ iificance, indicating that low eaer-
genc© was associated with a high level of Sfiut infection. This relation­
ship was furttier emphasised by exaaination of ths data from individual 
lines. Emergence in Set D lifcewise was soiJ»what low and the heavy rain 
which coaj^ cted th© soil surface again say have been partially responsible. 
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A significant correlation between ssasrgence and infection was not ob­
tained in S®t D» 
Analyses of variance showed differences in infection among lines for 
ssTjfersl. of the pg.rents, with F mines exceeding the .01 probability level. 
This was tri® for Mard (1-19) in sets 4, B, and F and for HarMne (3-38) 
in sets 1 and G« Both varieties were susceptible to ti^  races used in 
the sets where this occurred# It has been pointed out that soiae of this 
variation in infection was associated with date of inoculation, fhis 
Bay have been due in part to lower viability of the spores in soa© batches 
of inoculum althotigh a gersiination test was conducted prior to using a 
given preparation of spore suspension. If tiie germination appeared to 
be low, that spore suspension waa discarded and another preparation Bade. 
Ihe inociilu3sa used in these sttadies had been stored as mautted heads at 
slightly above 32° F for & little over two yeiirs. Pl®ns had been made 
to inc3?eas0 the original inoculum and inoculations were isad© for tMs 
purpose so that relatiwly fresh spores would be available for inoculat­
ing Pg plants. When plants from these inoculations headed out, however., 
they '«re smit-free so that it was neeessaiy to use the stored inoculua. 
Mells and Pl&tt (49) conclMed that the mount of infection present 
on a variety depended not only on its inherent resistance but also on 
the ability of the infected seed to gsrainate and grow. 
As shown in the graphic presentations of distributions of parent and 
lii»s of the v»rious sets, one of the major drawteclcs in establishing 
any inheritance patteams for i^ aistsnce was ths lack of consistently lii^  
infection in the susceptible parent lines. 3a Set A, for ©xaaiple, 14 
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liiass from Ward awraged only 26 per cent Infection ^ Aereas in Set Q the 
average infection of lines from Hard inociilated with the aam race showed 
66 per cent infection. Most of the lines in Set Q wre fro® inoculations 
made llay 20 and the lines of Ward in Set A were from inoculations on May 
11« It is beliewd that the watter conditions at the tiiss of inoculation 
and in the ensuing hours aay have had an important bearing on the re­
sults obtained. Ctti May 11 (1952) official^  howly teiapsratures at th© 
treather station about 1 mile amj ranged from 54° F at 7 a.a* to 70® F 
at 5 and dropped to 56® F by midnight. Relative himidlty also 
ims quite low during th® day# On JCay 20 the temperature was 68° F at 
7 a»ffi. and 1 p.m. it had reached 31® f and had dropped to only 71° F 
Irif aidni^ t. Th® i^ latii?® hiaa^ dity during th© daylight hours on May 20 
alao was considerably higher. From inoculations with diy spores using 
th© brush aethod Boss et al» (27) reported that relatiire htimidlty and 
precipitation had considerable influence on infection and timt their 
effects were partially indepeMent. fhey stated that, wlien conaidered 
todepffladently of other weather factors, teapermtTOB appeared to affect 
infection. Ttoir results suggeated that, uMer favorabl-e moisture con­
ditions, higher levels of infection would be obtained on waraer days. 
Since inoculations in the present study wre made with a spore suspen­
sion th© effects of temperature ssay liave been aore important than tiie dif­
ferences in humidity. 
temperature and huaidity readings mr@ mad® % the Meteorology 
Qepartsent, Oklahona A. & M* College, Stillwater, OW-ahoaa. 
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In contrast with tb@ high infection obtained frcsa inoculations of 
the Ward (1-19) lines made on May 20, the average infection of 17 liMs 
of iiarbine (3-38) from Maj 20 inoculations with this sase race was only 
51.9 per cent* Twelve lines of Harbin© (3-38) inoculated on Ifay 15, 
however, averaged 78.7 per cent infection. Th© temperatxiro on May 15 
ran^ d from 71® F at 7 to 78® P at 1 p.®. and had dropped to only 
69® f by midnight. Th© four rel&tiv® humidity shadings, taken at 6 a.m., 
noon, 6 p.ia* aM midnight were 70, 68, 67, and 77 per cent, respectively, 
so that the combined temperature and relative humidity relationships 
should have been very favorable for infection. Fairly high infections 
occwred in Ward (1-19) and hybrid linea of Set B after inoculation on 
18. Again th® hourly teaperatures remained close to 7(P P and the 
relative hmidity readings ranged tram. 57 to 85 per cent. Fifteen lines 
of FaM (1-19) in Set F inoculated on May 18 gave an average infection of 
33.7 per cent. Although weather conditions appear to have had an lapor-
taat influence on the level of infection obtained, the possibility should 
not be overlooteed that the inoouliaa used may have been partially respon­
sible for the higtor level of infection. 
It seems possible that the susceptible jjarents in these studies are 
not completely susceptible to th® races used except under highly favor­
able conditions for Infection. Ward (1-19) was the susceptible parent 
in five of th© cross-race combinations and eadiibited considerable vari­
ation in infection. However, UMS of Dotmku, Dohadak and Hsrbin© also 
showd extreis© variation in infection. As shown in Figure 11 the dis­
tributions of the lines of Ward (1-19)# Harbin© (3-38) and tdie F^  i^ la'ids 
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were very sliailar. In thds case both pejrents were susceptible to the race 
used# S'wn mong lines of Harblne {>-3S) represeating only one date of 
iiioeulation there was a significant difference in infection. Since all 
lines of each parent variety trace back to on® individual parent plant 
no inherent differences should exist among plants of a given variety* 
this Indicates that the major part of the variation in infection was du® 
to the effect of various environmental conditions on the host plant and 
th& loose aaut fun^ s^  both at the time of inoculation and during th© 
later stages of develoiaaent* It is conceivable tliat the erfceMed period 
of development of winter barley (about eight months in these stt^ es) as 
compa3?ed to that of spring barley may be an iaportant factor in the 
soount of variation in infection ^ tooh ai^ t b© e3q)ected vithin a pure 
variety# 
SecoREBndations for future studies on inheritance of resistance to 
loose mut in winter barley probably should include? (a) the use of sua-
eeptlbl© parent varieties vhich give consistently high infection, (b) use 
of resistant parents that are irmune or highly iresistant, at least tmtil 
more infomation is obtained on the effect of eaviroimental conditions 
on the final esqiression of diseased heads# (c) use of fresh S|K5res of 
individtial idaysiologic races witii known reactions on a standard set of 
differential varieties, and (d) use of backcross tests and tte inoctilat-
ing of id.ants to v©ri:l^  classification for smut reaction. 
tolividual Fj plants were saved froa nany of the lines which showed 
a resistant reaction. Certain of these are being grown for further 
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aeleetion of desirable agronomic types hairing »sistance to on© or more 
races of loos© 
— 84 "• 
smoai 
1-. At the inception of tliis researcli little inforiaation was avail­
able on tlis reactioB of Mintsr barley irarieties to speoific phj'siologio 
races cr coliectioas of loose saut, U* Btida* Seven winter barley 
varietias that ix)®3eas©d either mut resistance or adaptation la Okla-
hosffia wer© selected as parents and nearly all possible crosses aaoag them 
mte aade to stiidy mod® of inheritance of ataut r©0istanos» 
2« Inoculm of eight tentatively designated races of ntada was 
fuTfdshed by Dr. ?• ?• fapte, Sivision of (Sereal Crops and Biseaaes, 
U» S» Departeent of Agricultar©, Beltsville, Maryland* in th© for® of 
seeds frcm haai-inoculated florets* Based on Idie sanut reactions of the 
pareat mrieties se-ren sets or cross-race eoabinations were selected for 
the inheritance sttjdy* Pareat aad ?£ plants were inoculatsd vi^  appr-opri-
at® races by iseans of a continuous flow l^ p^odersiic syringe with a spore 
sttsp©nsioB in a 2 per cent daxtros© solutioia# 
3. Saergonce of the fall-planted inoculated seed flrom and parent 
plants aireraged 75.3 per cent. Correlation coefficients were calculated 
and all but two coefficients between seed set and ©niergence were posi­
tive. Oaky two of tiiss© mlties were significant* Seed aet axjd infection 
percentages were significantly correlated in on3.y three instances. Most 
correlation coefficients between eiaergence and infection percentage were 
negati-TO and several, exceeded the .01 or .05 le-rol of aigoificanc®. 
4.» 3&ily heading notea Indicated no appreciable difference in tiiM» 
of heading between ®utted and healtliy pljaats. 
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5» Reaetion of parent varieties to ©ach of the 8 races in 1952 
differed soiaewlmt from tbeir reaction in 1950. Harbine, i-ihieh had given 
a resistant reaction to rnoBt races in 1950, showed susceptiMlity to at 
least 5 races# Sesalts other workers and frc® tMs study indicate 
that aam of ttose races are very similar if not the saiae. 
6. Analyses of variance indicated no appreciable difference in 
esergenee among lines of a gi-v®n parent with one exception^  However, 
highly significant differences existed aaong lines in fonr of the seven 
i3ybrid combinations. 
?• Analyses of data on smut infection showed no significant d.if* 
forenc© aaong lines of any resistant parent# Lines from the susceptible 
parent Mard \mre significantly different in all fi-ro sets in which Ward 
occtarred* Highly si^ dficant differences aroong lines •were obtained for 
th© hybrids of each of the seven cross-race combinations. 
8» Resistant reactions of i0.ants fr® crosses in which H.C.H. 26 
\}&3 the pollen parent indicate that resistance in I.C.H* 26 was dcminant 
asd substantiate the findings of previous workers who reported that the 
reaction of an plant was depeMent u|»n the nature of the mihrjo rather 
than iJi® aatemal tiasu®. 
9. Infection percentage# were based on the total nmber of sautted 
and clean plants in each line. Partially OTHtted plants were considered 
only half smutted for the resistant parent and hybrid lines in four sets 
sin^  the total numbers of sautl^ d and healthy heads on the "partial®® 
mT& aliaoat equal. 
10. lo genetic interpretation could be laade for the I.C.H. 26 x 
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Ward cross Inoculated, with race 6. 
11. Resistaiw^  of Dohtadak to r&ee 4 ia the oross with Ward appeared 
to be d\i® to relatiwtly few i^ nea* An aoceptable fit was found to a 9 
resistant to 7 sttaceptibl® ratio* 
12« The cros^ a S.C.H. 26 x Bobaku and S»G.H* 26 x Ik)hadak were 
inociilat@d with race 7. Whsn the infection rang© of tto resistant parent, 
M.C.H. 26| was used to establish the resistaiit class for the Fg lines in 
the Dobaku cross then an acceptable fit to a 9 resistant to 7 susceptible 
ratio was obtained. Howewr, this method of establishing the resistant 
class laay not be jtistifilaKL® sine© the F3 distribution indicates a more 
or less continuous TOrietion. in the cross with Dohadak, when the 
infsction range of H.C.H. 26 was U3®d to delimit the combined homosygous 
aid heterozygous resistant class, an acceptaM# fit to a 3 resistant 
1 susceptible ratio was obtained. Howe-ror, this would jaean that th© 
segregating class would fall within the infection range of the resistant 
parent and such an e3:5>l®nation does not appear sound. 
13. I^ ybrid and pai^ at lines of th© cross %rbine x lard were 
tested against races 3, 4 and 6 but bath parents proved b® susceptible 
to races 3 and 6. using th® |X)int wheaje the distribution ciarws of 
Jferbine and ¥ard intersect (25 per cent infection) to divide the Wj lims 
into classes, a good fit to a ratio of 9 susceptible to 7 resistant was 
obtained froa the inoculations with race 4* However, since the distri­
bution cur^  for tib® Fg lines does not show a definite break, this 
classification and possible genetic interpretation mj not be justified. 
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14* All laorpliological charaeters studied apf®ared to be independent 
of reaction to loose smit althoiigh th® probability value for th© asso­
ciation between ssut reaction and seed coTOring ms only .05 to •10« 
15» Individiial plants were saired from mmy of tha lines which 
shoT^ d a resistant reaction# Certain of those are being grown for 
further selection of desirable agronoiaic types haidng resistance to one 
or aore raoes of loos© mut. 
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